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Credo of the

African Engineer
I am an engineering practitioner and in my profession I take deep pride.
To it I owe solemn obligation.
Since the origins of humanity,
human progress has been spurred by engineering genius.
The engineering profession has made nature’s vast resources
of material and energy usable for humanity’s benefit.
Engineering practitioners have vitalised,
and turned to practical use,
the principles of science and the means of technology.
Were it not for this heritage of accumulated experience,
my efforts would be feeble.
I pledge to practise integrity and fair dealing,
tolerance and respect,
and to uphold devotion to the standards
and the dignity of my profession,
conscious always that my skill carries with it
the obligation to serve humanity by making
the most sustainable use of Earth’s precious resources.
I shall participate in none but honest enterprises.
When needed,
my skill and knowledge shall be given without reservation.
In the performance of duty and in fidelity to my profession,
I shall give the utmost.
(Introduced to SAICE members by our 2011 president, Seetella Makhetha)
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ON THE COVER

Prof. Marianne Vanderschuren is only the
third female president in SAICE’s history,
following in the footsteps of the renowned
Dr Allyson Lawless and Prof. Elsabe Kearsley,
and members can look forward to ongoing
transformation under her leadership.
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 022 SAICE President Marianne Vanderschuren has challenged all SAICE members to dedicate
2
67 minutes of their time every month in service to others in need – imagine the difference those
collective 200 000 hours a year could make
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Quiz

A New Year’s surprise
M

eaghan Carlisle (Pr Eng) started 2022 with R10 000 in
her pocket thanks to SAICE’s monthly Know Your Sector
Competition. Our latest winner is a Johannesburg-based
structural engineer who loves hiking, reading and playing tennis in
her spare time.
Meaghan obtained her undergraduate degree from the
University of Cape Town before going on to obtain an MSc (Eng) in
structural engineering from the University of the Witwatersrand.
Qualifications in hand, Meaghan moved to London for
three years where she gained invaluable experience working
as a structural engineer. Her favourite project while there was
100 Bishopsgate, a 40-storey commercial building in the City
of London. Meaghan moved back to South Africa three years
ago and joined her dad’s civil and structural consulting firm,
Carlisle & Associates.
“I absolutely love being able to work with and learn from my
dad,” says Meaghan. “I enjoy the challenges that every project
presents. No two projects are the same and so every project requires
out-of-the-box thinking to come up with the most efficient solution.
I really enjoy being able to witness the results of my hard work –
driving past a building which I designed is a great feeling. I love
that at the core of our profession, we are improving civil society,”
she adds.
Meaghan is getting married in a few months and the news of her
win came as a very pleasant surprise. “Predictably, we have exceeded
our budget, so this money will be going towards the wedding!”

Know Your Sector Competition

Stand a chance to win R10 000 in cash!
In this month’s edition of Civil Engineering we are continuing our Fun Quiz to promote knowledge of our industry service providers. Simply click
on the adverts (or the logos) of the participating companies to access their websites, and then search for the answers to the following questions:

Q1: Reinforced Earth

Q3: Technocad

Who was the founder of the Reinforced Earth® technology?

Which Technocad Civil Engineering Software package would you use if
you needed to automate the design of a terrace (platform) which required
balanced cut and fill, taking into account material bulking factors?

Q2: Sizabantu Piping Systems
Sizabantu Piping Systems and Molecor recently launched a new PVC pipe.
What is the new size?

TO ENTER: Scan or click on the QR code to submit
your answers (submissions, one per reader, will
be collected until 15 March 2022, whereafter the
winner will be announced from a random draw).
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PS: Advertisers who wish to capitalise on the reader
attention here by including their marketing messages into
our monthly Fun Quiz should please contact Barbara Spence
(barbara@avenue.co.za / 011 463 7940 / 082 881 3454).
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C E O ’ S CO R N E R

Quality education: a key opportunity
in mitigating structural
unemployment in civil engineering

O

ur construction sector currently
faces material risks with little
to no comfort provided by
leadership that these risks will dissipate
anytime soon. Risks relate to the effects of
maleficence, poor work ethic, slow and ineffective implementation of procurement
processes, poor budget management, lack
of a clear understanding and regard for
technical excellence, and environmental
disasters, among a host of others.
The implications of such risks having
materialised and been left untreated for
over a decade have short-, medium- and
long-term effects on how we will activate
a meaningful and aggressive build programme to deliver much-needed socioeconomic value.
Some of these implications are the
loss of engineers in the 30 to 40 year age
group who would be leading project teams;
disillusionment of senior and graduate
engineers in finding work; difficulty in
dealing with the complexity of working
with clients on site; and weak ability to deal
with natural disasters, to name but a few.

STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT
Many of us that progress through tertiary
education systems believe that our primary degree may lead to employment and
the benefits of employment that follow.
But does our country have the correct
mix and availability of skills required to
support the Economic Reconstruction
and Recovery Plan?
The low labour absorption
rate – currently 35% but
which should ideally be
65% – suggests that we may
have medium-term risks in
the skills produced versus
the skills demanded. This
is referred to as
structural unemployment. Such a
phenomenon

is exacerbated by structural inequality
which has stubbornly plagued us to become a pathology of our democracy.
Structural unemployment is caused
by shifts in the economy (Covid-19 has
shifted all economies) with new demands
for goods and services, the adoption of
technology, and workers lacking the skills
required to perform their tasks.
Much time has passed in our democracy without any real focus on addressing
structural unemployment as we have not
yet put measures into place to address inequality. In addition, we have de-industrialised over time to become predominantly a
consumer market. We purchase almost all
value-added goods from our long-standing
trading partners. Such partners would like
us to continue in this manner and not support our own industrialisation aspirations,
for obvious reasons.
In a capital-constrained market such as
ours, we run the risk of purchasing the latest
technology and skills from abroad. This will
happen while we are inwardly focussed and
many of our trading partners have evolved,
benefitting from technology advancements.
Deployment of technology has seen a
reduction in the cost of doing business, reindustrialisation, and development of new
supply chains, supported by strong education at secondary and tertiary levels.
If we don’t acknowledge the demand
to embrace technology, excellence in work
ethics, and skilling ourselves equally,
we will not be able to industrialise our
economy, reduce our costs of doing business and make inroads into mitigating
structural inequality. Overall, South
Africa may become uncompetitive, ultimately making our industrialisation aspirations harder to archive and increasing
dependency on the state.

THE WAY FORWARD
As much as I may have painted a negative
outlook, the opportunity to address such a
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risk remains if we act early, with calculated
intentions, to give real meaning to our development plans and the enablers thereof. Our
leadership focus has to shift from elitism to
collectivism. That will enable leaders to see
shortcomings in education, entrepreneurship, the ability to attract funding, functional systems generally, the development of
the African market, the ability to mitigate
disasters and access to connectivity.
Our focus has to be on network infrastructure, including passenger and freight
transport (land, sea and air), bandwidth,
water supply, and sanitation, all of which
provide the opportunity to learn, grow and
transform to create and maintain competitiveness in the global arena. An integrated
approach is necessary for effective solutions
to allow growth in the trajectories aligned to
our plans. At present such overarching leadership has to be provided by the government.
Strong economies, many of which are
our historic trading partners, have been
able to implement austerity measures for
development, which enhances their value
proposition to maintain existing structural
arrangements and status quos. Our economic constructs remain, and so too does
inequality. We have to create new markets
in Africa to incentivise R&D and the creation of new skills, to deploy appropriate
technologies, and to generate the revenue
needed to fund local development.
In summary, our South African engineers should focus on gaining knowledge
of new technology, skills in other disciplines, and an appreciation for integrated
strategy development and implementation
and, most importantly, all with an ethical
mindset. Organisations have to reconsider
investment in R&D to deploy innovative
solutions for clients.
Vishaal Lutchman
SAICE CEO
vishaal@saice.org.za
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L etters to the editor

Letters

Theft of copper cables from Transnet

De-electrifying rail infrastructure

Dear Danielle

Dear Danielle

The Letter from the Editor in the December 2021 issue of Civil
Engineering (Vol.29, No.11) is a damning indictment on the
authorities (from the minister of transport down to the regional
management officials) that run our railways. Over my sixty years
in the profession, I have always been convinced that there is no
problem that cannot be solved by engineering expertise. It is only
the cost that may impede.
When faced by such calamitous wholesale theft of cables and
other rail components, would it not be time for the top brass to do
some lateral out-of-the-box thinking and some serious introspection,
incorporating both today’s technology and the historical record?
A visitor to any South African detective’s office today would
be struck by the inordinate number of casefiles littering their desk
and windowsills. Theft of railway infrastructure does not come
close to the top of the pile, where murders are the ones needing
more urgent attention.
Is it not the time for, inter alia, the re-establishment of the
Railway Police, a branch dedicated solely to the prevention of
crime involving railway infrastructure and personnel?

As a retired member of SAICE, I was pleased to read your
Letter from the Editor on rail infrastructure (in the December
2021 issue of Civil Engineering Vol.29, No.11) and its
many problems.
During my career I was involved with the supply of concrete
sleepers and concrete masts for electrification. During that time,
electricity was cheap, and electrification of lines was the right
decision. However, the price of electricity has increased and cable
theft is rampant.
It seems to me that a return to diesel and diesel electric
locomotives could be a feasible alternative. Very recently, I was
pleasantly surprised to read that a senior executive in Transnet
mentioned de-electrifying as a possible solution to cable theft.
This option should be investigated and, if viable, actively promoted to ensure that our export and passenger rail infrastructure
can survive.
Through their membership, organisations like SAICE and
SAAE could add some valuable expertise to assist with this evaluation if necessary.

Yours faithfully,
Dimitri Paizis Pr Eng
dimitripaizis7@gmail.com

Best wishes,
John Havinga
jcmchavinga@mweb.co.za
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L etter from the editor

Prioritising green infrastructure
As global warming increases so too does the likelihood of longer and more frequent periods of drought for
South Africa. Natural features like wetlands have an ever more important role to play but, unfortunately, they are
declining at a rapid pace.

W

etlands are globally important for sustainable development, acting as biodiversity hotspots and carbon
sinks, and providing freshwater stores and numerous
sources of livelihood. World Wetlands Day is celebrated each year
on 2 February to raise awareness about wetlands and mark the
anniversary of the Convention on Wetlands, which was adopted
as an international treaty in 1971.
When it comes to global warming, wetlands have a vital role
to play. Peatlands and wet grasslands act as natural sponges,
providing freshwater storage that can help safeguard against
drought, while coastal wetlands reduce the speed and height of
storm surges and protect against coastal erosion. Despite covering just 3% of the world’s land area, peatlands alone hold 30%
of all carbon stored on land – twice the amount stored in all the
world’s forests.
Unfortunately, scientific estimates indicate that 64% of the
world’s wetlands have disappeared since 1900. The decline is happening fast, with 35% losses since 1970. One of the consequences
of this is that access to fresh water is declining for as many as two
billion people worldwide, while flood control, carbon storage, and
traditional wetland livelihoods suffer.
According to the 2018 Global Wetland Outlook, water quality
trends are mostly negative. Untreated wastewater, industrial
waste and agricultural runoff have contributed to worsening
water pollution in almost all rivers in Latin America, Africa and
Asia. It is estimated that by 2050, one-third of the global population will be exposed to water containing excessive amounts of
nitrogen and phosphorous, leading to rapid algal growth and
decay that can kill fish and other species.

SAVING OUR WETLANDS
We can learn a great deal from nature to create sustainable water
storage and purification systems.
Wetlands act as natural filters, trapping sediment, nutrients,
and even pathogenic bacteria. The chemical and biological
processes that take place in wetlands can also help trap pollutants
such as heavy metals and pesticides.
Given its purification abilities, the need to protect ecological
infrastructure, such as wetlands, is highlighted by the state
of South Africa’s raw water quality. Between 1999 and 2011
river health deteriorated across all nine of South Africa’s water
management areas. During the same time period, the extent of
South Africa’s main rivers classified as being in a poor ecological

condition increased by 500%, with many rivers pushed beyond the
point of recovery, while tributaries in a poor ecological condition
increased by 229%.
South Africa’s National Water and Sanitation Master Plan
(NW&SMP) estimates that the country has lost over 50% of its
wetlands, with the remaining 3.2 million ha considered to be in a
poor condition. This limits their ability to regulate water flow and
purify water.
Degraded ecological infrastructure loses its ability to release
water in times of drought and recharge groundwater supplies,
increases the vulnerability of people and built infrastructure to
floods, and increases maintenance and repair costs on built infrastructure. In fact, the NW&SMP states that, “It is often more costeffective to rehabilitate ecological infrastructure than to be faced
with an ongoing need to repair or replace built infrastructure.”
Unfortunately, the highly valuable role that ecological infrastructure can play is largely under-realised and undervalued in a
society that prioritises built infrastructure solutions. Agriculture,
mining and urbanisation are all placing severe pressure on
ecological ecosystems, many of which are poorly protected,
ultimately leading to their degradation and loss.
It is vital that the maintenance of ecological infrastructure is
incorporated into the planning and construction of built infrastructure. Just like built infrastructure, ecological infrastructure
needs to be maintained and restored in order to deliver important
socio-economic benefits.

REFERENCES
www.ramsar.org.

www.worldwetlandsday.org.
Global Wetland Outlook: State of the world’s wetlands and their services
to people. 2018. Available: https://www.ramsar.org/sites/default/
files/documents/library/gwo_e.pdf.

National Water and Sanitation Master Plan, Volume 1: Call to
Action, Version 10.1. Available: https://
www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_
document/201911/national-water-andsanitation-master-plandf.pdf.
Danielle Petterson
Editor: Civil Engineering
danielle@saice.org.za

“It is often more cost-effective to rehabilitate ecological infrastructure than
to be faced with an ongoing need to repair or replace built infrastructure.”
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Profile of SA I C E 2022 President

Marianne Vanderschuren:
a president who dares to care
On 26 November 2021 SAICE welcomed its 119th president, Prof. Marianne Vanderschuren. Marianne is only the
third female president in SAICE’s history, following in the footsteps of the renowned Dr Allyson Lawless and
Prof. Elsabe Kearsley, and members can look forward to ongoing transformation under her leadership.

Der Koempel (The Comrade), a mineworker’s
statue in Marianne’s hometown, Kerkrade

M

arianne grew up Kerkrade, a
small mining town in the south
of the Netherlands that went
through difficult social and economic
times when the mines closed in 1969,
when Marianne was just a young girl.
Coming from this humble background,
Marianne never dreamed of one day
obtaining a PhD, or of the significant
achievements she has made throughout
her career.

EARLY LIFE
Marianne’s father owned a driving school,
which is what sparked her interest in
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Marianne on holiday in
Paris during her student years

transport. After completing the equivalent of O Level examinations, Marianne
had hoped to join her father’s driving
school business. However, being too
young to get her driver’s licence, she instead signed up to enter the retail sector.
Marianne did not follow through on this
and instead made a decision that would
lead her to the path she is on today. She
opted to return to high school and complete her A Levels in order to gain access
to transport-related higher education.
Being from a small town of around
50 000 people, Marianne did not want to
attend a large university where she would

be just a number in a system. Instead, she
attended an academy (which subsequently
became part of the Breda University of
Applied Sciences) in Tilburg with just
600 students where she obtained her BSc
in Transport Engineering. “It was just
one department in a temporary building,
but that was actually very welcoming
because it wasn’t as formal or daunting as
a University of Cape Town (UCT) type of
campus,” says Marianne.
She went on to work for TNO in
Delft, a sister organisation of the CSIR,
and completed an MSc in Systems
Engineering Policy Analysis through the
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

Delft University of Technology while
working full time. During this time, on a
business trip to London, she met Angus,
who would one day become her husband.
A South African, Angus moved to the
Netherlands, but experienced difficulties
with the language and cultural differences. Although she had never considered
living in South Africa, Marianne was
offered a job at UCT and ended up
moving to Cape Town and marrying
Angus in 2000. Marianne has been at
UCT ever since and now holds the positions of Professor in Transport Planning
and Engineering, Deputy Dean of Social
Responsiveness and Transformation, and
DSI-NRF/CSIR Co-funded Smart Mobility
Research Chair.
Marianne believes that her Dutch
heritage has had an influence on her
work, her participation at SAICE, and
how she interacts with colleagues. “The
Netherlands has a very collegial, flat culture. As a student, we never called anyone
professor – it was all on a first name basis,
without being disrespectful. I think it’s
quite different and it has helped me in my
work to remember that we are all equal,
i.e., accommodating all road users, not
just those in cars. It has also helped with
mentoring students and being able to see
their perspective,” she says.
“In addition, the Dutch culture is very
efficient, and I believe this helped me to
survive the huge challenges and work
pressures that came with the Covid-19
pandemic.”

Marianne receiving her PhD
from the University of Twente

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Marianne sees her election as President of
SAICE as one of her biggest career highlights. She joined the Institution in 2002
and went on to serve as the Western Cape
branch chair in 2008 and 2009 before
eventually serving on National Executive
Board and Council and becoming an
Office Bearer.
“The promotions I have achieved
during my time at UCT are definitely
career highlights. It takes a long time
to fulfil the many requirements to be
promoted,” adds Marianne who was
appointed as Deputy Dean in 2018 and
promoted to full Professor a year later.
Marianne was also awarded the
DST-NRF/CSIR Smart Mobility Research
Chair, part of the South African Research
Chairs Initiative, late last year. The
chair is co-funded by the Department of
Civil Engineering January/February 2022

Marianne at the launch of her book, Non-Motorized
Transport Integration into Urban Transport Planning in Africa

Science and Technology, the NRF and the
CSIR, and is designed to attract and retain
excellence in research and innovation at
South African public universities through
the establishment of Research Chairs,
with a long-term investment trajectory of
up to fifteen years.
“This is a huge honour; these Chairs
are difficult to get,” says Marianne, expressing gratitude to all those who helped
her achieve the appointment.
More recently, Marianne was named a
Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers
(ICE). “This, as well as previously being
named a SAICE Fellow, is a big achievement. It is quite an honour to be part of a
small group of people that is recognised

for what they have done for society and for
the institution. It validates the choices I’ve
made in trying to balance doing something for society while at the same time
building my academic career,” she says.
Other proud moments for Marianne
include getting her PhD in Intelligent
Transport Systems from the University
of Twente in 2006, as well as publishing
a book in 2007 titled Non-Motorized
Transport Integration into Urban
Transport Planning in Africa. Although
academia in the Netherlands is often
informal, the awarding of PhDs is the exception, and marked by a very formal and
festive ceremony. This made the achievement all the more special for Marianne.
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Marianne with her husband Angus, son Eric and daughter Lara

PERSONAL LIFE
In her younger days Marianne was an
avid sportswoman, participating in volleyball, cycling and alpine skiing. While
her asthma has reduced her ability to
participate in these activities, she still
loves to spend time outdoors and enjoying
breakfast outside is something Marianne
is particularly fond of. She also undertook
an outdoor lockdown project, namely
mosaicking a large concrete bench in
her backyard.
In addition, Marianne loves flowers
and likes to surround herself with them
both at home and at work. “I’m probably
the only academic at UCT who has a
bunch of silk flowers delivered to my office every month,” she chortles.
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Marianne, who has been married to
Angus for 22 years, is a proud mother to
son Eric (21) and daughter Lara (18). She
describes her husband Angus as her support base and soulmate, having supported
her throughout her career and work for
SAICE since she moved to South Africa
more than two decades ago.
To keep her heritage alive, Marianne
enjoys reading Dutch books when time
allows – usually while on holiday. She also
enjoys a good movie.

LEADING THE WAY FOR WOMEN
Being a woman in a male dominated
industry has presented challenges for
Marianne throughout her career. She
recalls that during her early years of

working, many new male recruits were
taken more seriously and given more
respect than her, despite her years
of experience.
However, Marianne is also shocked by
the prejudice that she has experienced at
the hands of women many times during
her life. “When I first moved to South
Africa, I decided to purchase a house, but
the female legal clerk would only speak
to Angus, despite the fact that I was the
one buying the house. It is very sad that
traditional roles are kept in place not only
by men but also by women, and it has
happened to me more in South Africa
than it did growing up in the Netherlands.
We should all be equal regardless of
our gender, race, age, or anything else,”
she says.
“I enjoy seeing my graduates grow,
but it is even more rewarding to see
my female graduates flourish, become
managers and start businesses, because
South Africa is still quite traditional,
especially with regards to gender in the
engineering field.
“I hope that, as a female, I can be the
role model that people need. I really hope
that I will be able to liaise with students,
schools, and government to be that role
model and instil an importance in STEM
subjects and education opportunities for
females,” says Marianne.
There is a Dutch saying that translates
to ‘a clever girl is prepared for her future’.
This was a slogan that Marianne grew up
with and which emphasised the importance of STEM subjects. “While STEM
is not for everyone, we do need more
female voices in engineering and other
STEM-related fields, and I hope that we
can encourage more young girls to pursue
maths and science.”
Another important focus is ensuring
that STEM subjects are properly taught
in schools. Without this, some talent
will never flourish because it is never
nurtured, she notes.

EQUITABLE TRANSPORT FOR ALL
Something Marianne tries to instil in all
her students is not to forget about the
people they are building for as engineers.
In her course she talks about the equity of
engineering and accommodating people
with disabilities – something she still sees
as a big issue in South Africa.
When presenting the 68th Snape
Memorial Lecture in November 2020,
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

Marianne showcased that transport planning and implementation is failing 75% of
our citizens. “My heart lies in getting that
message out and finding ways to improve
designs and education to make things
better for people,” she says.
Marianne believes that working in
academia, where technical engineering is
often paired with various social sciences,
has broadened her view on how engineering can serve society. “Something as
simple as signs at a bus station to indicate
when the next bus is arriving requires
a lot of thought. Should it be ‘the bus is
arriving in three minutes’ or should it be
‘the bus is arriving at 12:05’? When does
a child learn to tell time? These are not
things you learn as an engineer and serve
as examples of the many small aspects
that need to be built into engineering,”
she explains.

SAICE FOCUS FOR 2022
During her time as President of SAICE,
Marianne hopes to be able to liaise with
government to strengthen the message
that urgent action is needed to address
South Africa’s aging infrastructure as well
as the under-investment in infrastructure.
“This is a huge risk to the country.
Without civil infrastructure like water,

Marianne’s lockdown project: mosaicking
a concrete bench in her backyard

roads and structures, we won’t have
an economy to speak of. Everything
we do and the happiness of people
depends on proper services, and we
need to get that message out there,”
she stresses.
Her motto since the start of the
pandemic has been ‘dare to care’ and she
places a big emphasis on ‘CARE’:
QQ Civil society
QQ Appraisal
QQ Responsiveness
QQ Education

In her presidential address Marianne
challenged the members of SAICE to
dedicate 67 minutes of their time every
month in service to others in need. This
collective 200 000 hours of skills, experience, and wisdom in service of the people
of South Africa has the potential to make
a huge difference.
“During my time as President I will
keep encouraging all our colleagues to
do that little bit extra, without making
money, by giving their time and expertise
to help rebuild this beautiful country.”

THE SAICE 2022 PRESIDENTIAL TEAM
Prof. Marianne Vanderschuren
President
Civil Engineering Department
University of Cape Town
marianne.vanderschuren@uct.ac.za

Andrew Clothier
Vice-President
Railway Engineering Consultant
aclothier@mweb.co.za

Prof. Chris Roth
Vice-President
Department of Civil Engineering
University of Pretoria
chris.roth@up.ac.za
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Prof. Lize Theron
President-Elect
Department of Civil Engineering
Central University of Technology
etheron@cut.ac.za

Josh Padayachee
Vice-President
Director: Bridges and Buildings
Naidu Consulting
josh.padayachee@naiduconsulting.com

Emeritus Prof. Yunus Ballim
Vice-President
School of Civil and Environmental

Engineering
University of the Witwatersrand
yunus.ballim@wits.ac.za
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Presidential A ddress

Care, reboot and rebuild
T

oday I stand before you, humbled
to be inaugurated and to serve you
in 2022 as the 119th President of the
distinguished South African Institution
of Civil Engineering. I remind myself
that I am only the third female president,
following in the footsteps of the renowned
Allyson Lawless and Prof. Elsabe Kearsley,
in an institution where almost 20% of the
membership today is female.
I come from humble beginnings,
a mining town in the south of the
Netherlands, called Kerkrade, where the
majority of inhabitants were blue collar
workers and unemployment rates during
the 1970s raised to 28%, after the closing
of the mines. My love for transport
engineering was initiated by my late
father, who had a driving school. As a
six-year-old I washed his car daily, as the
car was his ‘business card’ and therefore
had to look good. As a teenager, I cannot
count the numerous Sunday morning discussions with my father about transport
issues in the region, while simultaneously
solving crossword puzzles.
During my studies, my parents and
sister were my support base, always looking
at ways to assist. This role was taken over
by my loving husband and soulmate in
2000, the year in which we moved to South
Africa. Over the past two decades, Angus
has not only supported me in my quest to
educate the next generation, but also to
make a positive contribution to the country
and in my various roles in SAICE, which
include SAICE Western Cape Branch
Chair from 2008 to 2009, Council Member,
Executive Board Member, Vice President
and President-Elect.
He himself has spent many volunteer
hours, specifically supporting scholar
outreach activities by the SAICE Western
Cape Branch. I also thank my son Eric
and daughter Lara for their encouragement over the years and the motivation
they give me to make the world a better
place for future generations. Friends,
both personal and in the civil engineering
industry, as well as students, both undergraduate and postgraduate, thank you for
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walking alongside me over the years. I
would not be here without you.
My introduction would not be complete
without mentioning the inspiration and
support provided to me by colleagues from
the University of Cape Town (UCT). From
the late Prof. Alfred Ernest Snape, who
was the SAICE president in 1916 and has
buildings named after him on the UCT
upper campus – big shoes to fill – to the late
Prof. Sparks, who made numerous contributions to SAICE, and the late Prof. De Kock
who introduced me to this esteemed institution. My Dean Prof. Lewis, and Head of
Department (HOD) Prof. Moyo, thank you
for supporting my Presidency. Thank you to
my previous HODs, Professors Alexander,
Ekama, Zingoni and Armitage, for giving
me the space to serve SAICE over the years.
UCT colleagues, academic and support
staff, thank you for being there for me every
step of the way.
Last but not least, SAICE membership,
Council and Executive Board, who have
entrusted me with the distinguished
Presidential portfolio, I pledge to do
everything humanly possible to serve you
and make you proud.

CIVIL SOCIETY
When consulting various dictionaries
as to what ‘civil’ means, many quote:

“aspects relating to ordinary citizens and
their concerns”. For civil engineers this
can be directly translated to the provision
of civil engineering infrastructure and
services, such as shelter, water, roads,
public transport, and stormwater, to
name a few.
The South African population has
been steadily increasing and continuing
to do so. An increasing population
translates into a further need for civil
infrastructure and services. According
to the UN (2019), the South African
population is due to grow by another
25% in the next 50 years (see Figure 1).
Growth is expected to be larger in cities
due to migration.
Although the largest portion of the
population growth is in the age group 25
to 64 years (see Figure 2), the expectation
is that there will be around 15 million
children looking for education (UN,
2019), needing not only teachers, but
also school buildings with electricity,
running water and sanitation. Similarly,
around 40 million inhabitants will be
of working age (UN, 2019), requiring
jobs in companies that are economically
viable. Viability of industries, again,
requires various civil services for the
production and distribution of goods
and services.
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering
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Figure 1 S outh African total population prediction (UN, 2019)

APPRAISAL
The population predictions are challenging in their own right, but they
are even more challenging as local and
global environmental and social trends
complicate the matter. As signatories of
the Paris Agreement, South Africa has
committed to implementing measures
to keep global warming below 2°C.
President Cyril Ramaphosa called it a
“watershed moment” when it was announced that South Africa would receive
USD$8.5 billion to help end its reliance
on coal in a deal announced at the
COP26 climate summit. The question
that arises, however, is whether this will
be enough.
And what about the social inequities
in the country? Based on its Gini coefficient of 0.63, the World Bank (2015) labels
South Africa as the most unequal country
in the world. What this means became
painfully apparent for a large part of the

population during the hard Covid-19
lockdown in 2020.
Meeting the needs of the nation and
reducing social inequities while caring
for the environment requires funding.
Unfortunately, taxpayer volumes have not
kept up with population growth due to
outwards migration and economic challenges (see Figure 3).
To make sure South Africa meets
its multiple societal objectives, namely
environmental, social, and economic sustainability, which are unpacked further in
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals,
a more holistic optimisation appraisal
approach is required.
South Africa is blessed with a worldclass constitution, as well as policies and
plans that promote a well thought out
way forward. However, there is a clear
disconnect between the country’s policies
and plans and the reality on the ground.
Too often implementation proposals
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Figure 3 S outh African taxpayer base 2000 to 2020 (Treasury and Stats SA databases)
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are identified and assessed in an ad-hoc
manner. Net Present Value (NPV) and
Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) are often used
to justify investments while the impact
on society is necklaced. Our industry,
possibly even in conjunction with other
industries, needs to move towards holistic
appraisal practices to make sure that
investments prioritise projects with the
highest overall impact.
To achieve this, criteria should
include:
QQ Strategic fit – a strong case for action;
the proposal/project is aligned to the
achievement of stated goals and there
is a clear fit with the community.
QQ Societal impact – where the triple
bottom line is assessed and the proposal/project’s contribution to community sustainability and resilience is
clearly demonstrated. The latter needs
to be evidence-based.
QQ Deliverability – is the proposal/
project capable of being implemented
successfully? Have the risks been identified, are they sufficiently mitigated,
are there plans in place to realise the
benefits, and is there a lifecycle or
maintenance plan?

RESPONSIBILITY
South Africa has a long history and civil
infrastructure and services have been
around for centuries. The Woodhead
Dam on Table Mountain, for example,
was built in 1897 and recognised as an
International Historic Civil Engineering
Landmark by the American Society of
Civil Engineers in 2008. Using the builtup area of Cape Town as an example, it
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Maintenance as a % of property, plant and equipment

is clear that a significant portion of the
currently available civil infrastructure
was built between 1946 and 2000 (see
Figure 4).
The responsibility to implement
civil infrastructure and services is, to a
large extent, carried by municipalities.
Investment spending in South Africa fell
from an average of almost 30% of GDP
in the early 1980s to about 16% of GDP
by the early 2000s. Public infrastructure
spending is also at low levels by historical
standards. In effect, South Africa has
missed a generation of capital investment
in roads, rail, ports, electricity, water,
sanitation, public transport, and housing
(NDC, 2011). Furthermore, between
2015/16 and 2018/19, most cities spent
below National Treasury’s 8% benchmark
on maintenance (see Figure 5), with Cape
Town being the only city to spend 8% or
more (SACN, 2020).
According to the South African
Cities Network (2018:20), “several factors
adversely affect the ability of municipalities to carry out their capital budgets,
including weak multi-year budgeting,
limited planning, poor asset management and poor contract management.”
Aging infrastructure and prolonged
underinvestment in maintenance has
led to major challenges, as articulated in
SAICE’s Infrastructure Report Cards. In
2017, SAICE, in collaboration with the
CSIR, awarded South Africa’s public infrastructure an overall grade of D+ which
indicates a risk of failure. The unfortunate

1904: Population 265 881
Built-up area 23 km2
Gross density 115 persons/ha

1946: Population 631 427
Built-up area 86 km2
Gross density 73 persons/ha

1970: Population 1 335 435
Built-up area 256 km2
Gross density 52 persons/ha

2000: Population ±3 000 000
Built-up area 774 km2
Gross density 39 persons/ha

Figure 4 Cape Town’s built-up area (Gasson, 2002)
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Figure 6 Need for CARE in civil engineering

truth is that infrastructure failure has
become a reality in some areas.
The South African Cities Network
also reports a decline in technical capacity in municipalities, including some
cities, that affects their ability to spend
capital budgets. “Over the past 20 years,
South African municipalities have seen
a significant loss of technical capacity
in the form of engineers, technicians,
and technologists, with skills that are
vitally important in managing a capital
programme. While the larger cities
have relatively good technical capacity,
the smaller cities face constraints in
this area, which will have a negative
impact on their ability to spend capital
budgets” (SACN, 2020). Similar conclusions were drawn in SAICE’s Numbers
and Needs in Local Government report
(Lawless, 2017).

EDUCATION
In a country with a growing population
and decreasing technical skills in municipalities, education and capacity building
are core. The education challenge is to
guarantee that the basic engineering
competencies are taught, while embracing
the Fourth Industrial Revolution among a
student population that reflects the equity
gaps of the broader society. During the
Covid-19 pandemic and all its educational
challenges, many universities put systems
in place to make sure that we ‘leave
no student behind’. Online emergency
teaching, with all its challenges, provided
many solutions. In the area of Continuous
Professional Development (CPD), SAICE
has similarly stepped up through the
launch of the SAICE Academy.
Civil Engineering January/February 2022

The objective of the SAICE Academy
is the growth and development of SAICE’s
members in the promotion, for the public
benefit, of the general advancement of the
science and practice of civil engineering,
and to foster transformation in the civil
engineering sector through skills and
professional development.
Although SAICE has always provided
training in the CPD space, this has usually
been aimed at meeting the ECSA requirements of obtaining at least one CPD point
per annum. The question now is how to
develop the next generation of experts and
specialists in the various civil engineering
fields. This is the niche targeted by the
SAICE Academy.
The new skills development paradigm
is based on the philosophy that skills
consist of knowledge, experience, and
wisdom. The knowledge is necessary
to know what to do. The experience is
required to know how to perform the
required tasks, while wisdom is attained
through doing the work repeatedly, and
assessing the different circumstances
and how to do the same, or similar,
tasks better.

CONCLUSION
When you combine the first digit of
my headings, you will see that the word
‘CARE’ appears (see Figure 6). Those who
correspond with me know that ‘dare to
care’ has been my motto since the start of
the pandemic.
The late President Nelson Mandela
asked all South Africans to dedicate
67 minutes of our time in service to others
in need. I challenge all members to do
this every month, donating their skills,

Marianne in her presidential chains

experience, and wisdom in service of
our people. Imagine what difference the
collective 200 000 hours could make. So,
in conclusion, let’s ‘CARE, REBOOT and
REBUILD’ our beautiful nation.
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SAICE’s Growing Forward Together strategy is comprised of eleven different activities grouped into seven areas.
The second of these activities is Ethics and Professionalism, which focuses on the promotion of professionalism
and integrity in the civil engineering industry. To increase awareness of the issue, Civil Engineering will be
featuring short articles on relevant topics around the subject from time to time.

Do you have a mission statement?
Gregory Skeen Pr Eng
SAICE Growing Forward Ethics Champion
Chair: SAICE Ethics Committee
ethics@saice.org.za

C

1

Ethics,
Diversity and
Inclusivity

Getting to
orruption and unethical pracknow your
tices are worldwide pheSAICE
nomena in the civil engineering, construction and public
works sectors. For example, the
estimated annual expenditure
worldwide on construction in
2018 was USD$11.4 trillion.
7
Transparency International
conservatively estimated 10%
(approximately USD$1.14
trillion or R17.1 trillion) of
Grow SAICE
this global infrastructure
investment was lost through
bribery, fraud, and corruption,
diverting funds from projects that
provide water, pollution control,
electricity, roads, housing, and other
basic human needs. To put this in perAssist-a-University
5–6 Grow-a-Graduate
spective, the amount lost is more than
Grow-an-Expert
three times South Africa’s entire GDP of
USD$320 billion.
A UK survey revealed that a large
number of the built environment
professionals surveyed had witnessed or
experienced some degree of unethical
WHAT CAN ORGANISATIONS DO?
conduct, in the form of unfair conduct,
Dr Harold Kerzner – known as the grandnegligence, conflict of interest, collusive
father of project management – notes in
tendering, fraud, confidentiality and
his magnum opus, Project Management –
propriety breach, bribery, or violation of
a Systems Approach, that, “Organisations
environmental ethics at some point.
that promote morality and ethics usually
have an easier time developing a cooperaSouth African built environment profestive culture… [and] moral and ethical
sionals are likely to be experiencing these
behaviour by engineering practitioners
same types of activities and more.
can improve organisation culture”
Given how pervasive ethical and
and vice-versa.
anti-corruption behaviour is, how can
There are several approaches to
public and private sector organisations
embedding ethical behaviour into an
best encourage their employees to
organisation’s value system and culture,
behave ethically?
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Knowledge
Trailblazer
The Voice –
Advocacy

3

SAICE STAR

Success Through
Academic Readiness
Programme

SAICE SOS

Support Our
Students

4

including staff training, organisational
policies, incentives, and penalties to
encourage certain behaviours.
Developing an ethical culture requires
the following:
QQ The top leaders must set the right tone
QQ The organisation must offer formal
training in ethics and standards of
conduct
QQ The organisation must provide formal
mechanisms, both internally and
externally to the organisational structure, for reporting wrongdoing.
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prepare for, respond and adapt to incremental change and sudden disruptions in
order to survive and prosper.”
Given the challenges our industry
faces at this time, resilience is essential
if organisations are to make it through
another year. Given all of the above,
unethical and corrupt organisations will
not survive in the long term.

Stakeholder
Balance

Long-term
Perspective

Mission
and Vision
Driven

Leadership
Effectiveness

Process
Integrity

Figure 1 Five clusters of characteristics of ethical organisations

Many organisations also develop mission
statements. In his seminal book, Working
with Emotional Intelligence, Daniel
Goleman emphasises the importance of
an organisation’s mission statement in
aligning employees to the values of an
organisation, saying, “Organisations that
lack a well formulated mission – or whose
mission statements are little more than
public relations ploys – offer people little
to commit to. Employees need a clear
sense of an organisation’s core values to
form an allegiance to them.”
The mission of an organisation is
its heart. Dedication to the mission
and a commitment to supporting
the core values is vital within an
organisation’s culture.
Research has shown that those
employees who have the most organisational commitment often enjoy better
job satisfaction and suffer from the least
work stress.
Motivated employees prefer organisations where the mission and values are
clear, and reflected in ethical guidelines
and behaviour. In a culture where action is
aligned to values, an environment is nurtured that actively eliminates people who
don’t share those values. In other words,
those who refuse to act ethically will be
Civil Engineering January/February 2022

pushed out of the organisation. These
types of organisations are more resilient
and sustainable over the long term.
Not only is ethical behaviour by
employees more likely to build long-term
client relationships and lead to more work
and more successful projects, but it is also
more likely to build a resilient organisation. Organisational resilience is “the
ability of an organisation to anticipate,

“Beyond being a legal and moral
responsibility, ethical behaviour
needs to become an organisational
priority, which requires an
alignment process that integrates
employee behaviour with the
organisation’s ethical standards.”

– Oladinrin & Ho
Public and private sector client organisations can encourage the adoption of
ethical mission statements in the civil
engineering and construction industry.
For instance, in Hong Kong, any
contractor tendering for a government
project must have a code of ethics in
place before they will be considered.
Policies don’t automatically translate into
action, so commitment and resulting
steps are required.

WHAT CAN INDIVIDUAL ENGINEERING
PRACTITIONERS DO?
From a personal standpoint, individual
engineering practitioners can commit

An awkward situation
I remember being invited to a party at a potential client’s luxurious home a few
years ago. There was a large contract up for grabs, probably in the region of
USD$200 million or more.
The venue was a large villa; a beautiful house with an enormous entertainment
area, swimming pool and even an office with an enormous hardwood boardroom
table which could seat at least 30 – no doubt witness to many contract signings.
The entire event was sumptuous. Guests arrived in expensive vehicles and were
ushered through to the entertainment area. There was plenty of tasty food and
expensive alcohol. There were also prostitutes mingling and available, fully paid for
by the host. The offer was clear – contract with me and you will be taken care of.
How would you feel in this situation? Would you indulge in everything on offer
and just sign the contract?
For some this might be an acceptable way of practicing. Clearly, the ECSA Code
of Conduct is insufficient to provide guidance to either the host or anyone else in
this situation. In these cases, the Mirror Test, Front Page Test, Consequences Test
and other similar approaches can help.
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themselves to a personal mission of “plain,
everyday honesty.” We as individuals have
to make regular values-based decisions,
and while ECSA provides some guidance
via the ECSA Code of Conduct, this is
just a general guideline and does not cover
every eventuality.
Peter Drucker was an AustrianAmerican management consultant,
educator, and author. He insisted that
the first responsibility of a professional
is Primum non nocere: first do no harm
(to the public, to the environment, to the
client and to the profession) as laid out
in the Hippocratic Oath 2 400 years ago.
“This is the basic rule of professional
ethics, the basic rule of an ethics of
public responsibility.”
This can be taken further via the
development of a personal mission statement. We can each ask ourselves, “What
are my values? What are my strengths?
How do I perform?” A personal mission
statement responds to the above questions
and then answers: “Where do I belong?”
and “What should my contribution be?”
before considering “What is my personal
mission statement?”. It is a good idea to
think this through as an engineering
practitioner and write down a personal
mission statement.

QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

ETHICAL DECISION MAKING
For personal ethical decision making,
Drucker encourages the use of the Mirror
Test. In other words, given your decisions,
can you live with the person you see in the
mirror?
The Mirror Test: Imagine making a
decision or taking action and then looking
at yourself in the mirror afterwards. How
do you feel? What do you see in your eyes?
Does it trigger alarm bells, violate your
principles, or summon a guilty conscience?
To help us deal with situations that
might be murky or confusing, there are
other simple tests to help guide one’s conscience and to develop a personal mission
statement:
QQ Front Page Test: Imagine reading
about your decision or action in the
Sunday Times headlines, with your
name and photo prominently displayed. How would you look and feel,
and what effect would it have on your
reputation, relationships, and business
prospects?
QQ Consequences Test: The consequences of unethical decisions can be
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severe, so it is wise to consider them
in advance. Think not only of the
potential financial losses associated
with certain causes of action but also
the reputational costs to you or your
organisation (brand equity), relationship costs, and psychological costs (the
burden of regret).
Reciprocity Test: Imagine being on
the receiving end of your possible
action. How would you feel if the shoe
were on the other foot (and you were
getting kicked)?
Universality Test: Imagine if your
course of action was to become
standard practice for all people at all
times (a universal maxim). Would that
be a good and just outcome?
Role Model Test: Given the choice
before you, what would your role
model (or someone you admire, such
as a parent, sibling, friend, mentor, or
coach) say or do? Have you asked him
or her?
Loved One Test: This can work in
two ways: First, like the role model
test above, what would your mother
or father (or grandmother or grandfather) say or do about this? Second,
imagine your son or daughter (or
other precious loved one, such as a
spouse, close relative, or best friend)
in this situation and consider how you
would feel and what you would want
them to do.
Advisory Group Test: Do you have
an advisory group, a men’s or women’s
group, a ‘personal board of directors’,
or a mentor or coach you can run this
by to gather input and explore options?
If not, why not start one? Or reach out
to people you trust in this instance.
Often, they have valuable experience
or insights.
Sanctuary Test: Finally, have you
given the situation time for reflection?
Have you slept on it?

WHISTLEBLOWING
Based on the above, what should an
employee who feels personally convicted
do if an organisation is breaking the law,
or not living up to its stated mission?
One option of last resort – if all other
channels have been exhausted – is
blowing the whistle, which has happened on numerous occasions in various
organisations.

Whistleblowing is the act, for an
employee (or former employee),
of disclosing what he believes to
be unethical or illegal behaviour
to higher management (internal
whistleblowing) or to an external
authority or the public (external
whistleblowing). Its status is debated: some see [whistleblowers] as
traitorous violators of organisational
loyalty norms; others see them as
heroic defenders of values considered
to be more important than organisation loyalty (e.g., the public health,
environmental respect).

When an employee of an organisation
makes public any illegal or illegitimate
action of the organisation, there is potential for undesirable public scrutiny and
legal action may result. If organisations
want to be proactive about the possibility
of whistleblowers, they should develop
internal policies and procedures, for example, anonymous reporting hotlines for
employees. The establishment of a clear
and specific definition of whistleblowing
itself should be a fundamental component
of every whistleblower policy.
The fall-out for employees blowing
the whistle on public and private sector
misbehaviour has been brutal, with many
whistleblowers not only losing their jobs
but eventually their houses and sometimes even their lives.
Recently, the country was shocked by
the murder of a government employee
who had exposed corruption in the public
procurement of Covid-19 personal protective equipment.

SOUTH AFRICAN LEGISLATION
ON WHISTLEBLOWING
There is South African legislation already
promulgated to offer some protection to
whistleblowers.
The Protected Disclosures Act (26 of
2000) seeks to encourage whistleblowing
and create an environment conducive to
alerting authorities of corrupt practices.
The act lists the Auditor-General and the
Public Protector as institutions to which
whistleblowers can disclose information.
Both organs are important in achieving
the purposes of the act and are equipped
with specialists to deal with corruption
and other illegal activities.
This piece of legislation is supported
by the Constitution, the Labour
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Relations Act (66 of 1995) and the
Companies Act (71 of 2008).
The Competition Act (89 of 1988),
establishing the Competition
Commission, also supports whistleblowing regarding cartels involved in
price-fixing and collusive tendering.
The Prevention and Combating of
Corrupt Activities Act (12 of 2004)
places an obligation on particular
individuals holding a position of authority (for example directors or board
members) to report unethical and/or
corrupt transactions to the police in
instances where the transaction value is
in excess of R100 000. Failure to report is
a criminal offence.
As engineering practitioners, we also
need to remember that we are bound by
the Engineering Profession Act (46 of
2000), which establishes ECSA and gives
authority to publish the ECSA Code of
Conduct to guide behaviour in practice.

THE ETHICS OF WHISTLEBLOWING
A significant step in the investigation and
exposure of unethical and corrupt activities in the public and private sectors was
taken in January 2022 with the publication
of the first part of the Judicial Commission
of Inquiry into State Capture Report
(“The Zondo Report”), a copy of which
can be accessed here. The document
is worth reading as it reveals the harsh
consequences of unethical behaviour in
public procurement and provides valuable
lessons learned.
Third in the list of recommendations
of the report is the protection of whistleblowers (see below).

These proposed recommendations, if
implemented, will further strengthen the
protection of whistleblowers and will lead
to greater transparency and exposure of
corrupt practices in general.

CONCLUSION
Organisations need to develop their own
mission statements in relation to ethical
practice, aligning employee behaviour to
their values. This alignment can lead to
more resilient and sustainable organisations and more motivated employees.
Individual engineering practitioners have
ethical duties to the public, the environment,
their clients and the profession. When
faced with difficult or complex situations,
engineering practitioners have several litmus
tests available to assist them in dealing with
day-to-day ethical decision making.
Organisations need to work harder
at encouraging an ethical ethos and supporting whistleblowers. South African
legislation exists to cover whistleblowing
and corrupt or unethical practices and
is likely to be strengthened following
the recent release of the Commission of
Inquiry into State Capture Report.
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Recommendation 3: Protection for Whistle Blowers
That the Government introduce legislation or amend existing legislation:
QQ To ensure that any person disclosing information to reveal corruption, fraud
or undue influence in public procurement activity be accorded the protections stipulated in article 32(2) of the United Nations Convention Against
Corruption;
QQ Identifying the Inspectorate of the Agency as the correct channel for the
making of such disclosure;
QQ Authorising the Litigation Unit of the Agency to incentivise such disclosures
by entering into agreements to reward the giving of such information by way
of a percentage of the proceeds recovered on the strength of such information;
QQ Authorising the offer of immunity from criminal or civil proceedings if there
has been an honest disclosure of the information which might otherwise
render the informant liable to prosecution or litigation.
–
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For more information, or if any SAICE
member wishes to get involved in the
Growing Forward: Ethics strategy, please
email the SAICE Ethics Committee on
ethics@saice.org.za. We welcome encouraging, different or dissenting views.
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Funding South Africa’s infrastructure
spending gap: why it is crucial
to crowd in the private sector
Government is making critical headway in paving the way for private sector involvement in infrastructure
investment, but there are outstanding factors that still need to be resolved if South Africa is to close its
substantial infrastructure investment gap.
Conway Williams
Head of Credit
Prescient Investment Management

J

ust over a year ago, the government’s
Reconstruction and Recovery Plan
identified infrastructure development as a key generator of poverty
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alleviation, job creation and economic
growth. In a similar timeframe, exacerbated by the pandemic, investment in
South African infrastructure fell from an
already dismal 18% in 2019/20 to just 14%
in 2020/21, compared to the 30% ‘benchmark’ of our emerging market peers.
A step in the right direction, the
establishment of the Investment and
Infrastructure Office (IIO) aims to

improve collaboration between all industry stakeholders such as development
and commercial banks and financiers,
as well as the private sector. Chaired
by the President and supported by
the Department of Public Works and
Infrastructure, it provides a coordinated
approach to speed up the planning, implementation and delivery of the country’s
infrastructure projects.
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But while the foundations have been
laid, the government will only have the
private sector’s full support once several
stumbling blocks that still exist are addressed, including greater political and
regulatory certainty and a credible, bankable pipeline.

HOW DID WE GET HERE?
Until now, there has been a substantial
underspend on national infrastructure by
all spheres of government, from SOEs to
municipalities. This, in our view, can be
attributed to a lack of national direction
and scattered oversight and governance,
which have led to local authorities being
unable to deliver proposed infrastructure
projects to a feasible state. Further to this,
the lack of a credible infrastructure pipeline, understanding of the relevant roles
and responsibility, and how risk sharing
will work, has hindered the investment by
relevant parties.
Combined with this underspend is the
South African government’s current fiscal
position, which affords limited capacity
for the government to successfully carry
out all projects on the table. The latest infrastructure plan outlines an investment
of R2.3 trillion needed, with a funding gap
of around half a trillion rand noted.
In looking at the reported project
pipeline presented to the market, the
project numbers themselves reveal the
dire consequences for the everyday South
African, if not executed on. Of 276 interprovincial infrastructure projects currently in the pipeline, only 88 (32%) have
reached post-feasibility phase. Taking this
one step further, our analysis shows that
almost two thirds (64%) are priority type
items that fall under the three main categories of human settlements (housing),
transport, and water and sanitation.
These projects alone, if successfully
implemented, will make a meaningful
difference to poverty alleviation on a
national scale by attracting money into
the economy, creating jobs and improving
access to basic services.
With the government hamstrung in
its ability to deliver on its infrastructure
priorities, drawing on private sector
investments is the only viable answer
to an improved economic outlook. At
present, and based off recent Association
for Savings in South Africa (ASISA) data,
assets under management by members
total cR4.4 trillion, with exposure to
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unlisted infrastructure currently at a
mere 2.3% (cR102 billion) with a further
4% exposure to listed infrastructure
bonds (R176 billion).
Given the sheer size of this industry
(in excess of R6.2 trillion, per ASISA
figures), by addressing investor requirements as a means to allow for further
investment by the private sector, a simple
doubling of this meagre investment, a
material amount of capital can be unlocked for the infrastructure ecosystem,
and will have a material economic and
developmental impact.

THE CURRENT STATE OF PLAY
For the private sector to take on a more
active role, it must be confident that
the government is moving in the right
direction. A key change that engenders
confidence is the single-entry point for
all infrastructure initiatives in South
Africa, created by the IIO. Eliminating
the previously scattered approach, the
idea is that the IIO builds a concentrated
infrastructure pipeline and provides
greater transparency on the ins and outs
of projects i.e. their phases of development, how funding will be raised and how
the process will work.
As mentioned above, one area that
still raises concern for investors is the
lack of a credible pipeline or a pipeline
that has the appropriate governmental
backing. While there is much talk about
the total investment into the economy
and the amount needed from an infrastructure perspective at the pre- and
post-feasibility stage, the visibility of a
credible and bankable pipeline has been
a very slow-moving approach to date and
still raises many question marks. Further
to this, additional legal and technical
expertise is needed to assess projects
from a feasibility perspective, as well
as various frameworks, industry and
infrastructure bodies to facilitate an ease
of doing business.
It is equally important that political
and regulatory certainty follow suit.
This means that an appropriate governance framework must be put in place to
eradicate the negatives that have hindered
the infrastructure rollout thus far. Private
sector investors, and importantly, those
with fiduciary responsibilities, have a duty
of care when managing client funds. In
our view, investing without factoring in
the stability and reliability of regulatory

and legislative frameworks is tantamount
to reckless investing.

A BLENDED FINANCE APPROACH IS KEY
To make infrastructure investment more
attractive to the private sector, we are
of the view that a blended finance approach that makes use of public finance,
developmental financiers and private
finance will go a long way in creating
the much-needed certainty on roles and
responsibilities, and on risk-sharing, for
the private sector.
Simplistically, this will compel all
stakeholders to engage constructively,
and in doing so understand the roles and
responsibilities of each party, including
what sort of capital is to be provided,
under what circumstances, who will take
first losses should these arise, and when.

PRESCIENT CLEAN ENERGY AND
INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
While investing in infrastructure is a key
driver of economic growth and poverty
alleviation in South Africa, for the private
sector it is just as vital to be able to make
an impact without compromising on
client returns.
Prescient’s Clean Energy and
Infrastructure Fund is a real example
of a fund doing just that. To date it has
deployed just short of R2 billion of capital
that supports 17 wind, solar and hydro
energy projects. It has added 1.5 GW
of clean power to the grid, servicing
between 50 000 and 100 000 homes, at
a time when South Africans are facing
ongoing blackouts due to loadshedding.
What’s more, these projects have created
jobs in these communities, enabled local
procurement spend, and importantly, the
projects have invested meaningfully in the
local communities.
Infrastructure development is fundamental to economic growth and poverty
reduction. The results to date of the
above-mentioned fund help to illustrate
the potential longer-term impact from
the private sector. And for now, while the
current infrastructure plan is enough to
put the private sector’s initial fears to rest,
the success of the next implementation
stage is of critical importance. Where
there is policy certainty and a framework
that works, it makes it easier for the
private sector to raise and invest capital in
infrastructure and ultimately improve the
lives of everyday South Africans.
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Officials at the launch of the UAE Railways Program

UAE launches mammoth
rail programme
The AED$50 billion UAE Railways Program aims to establish an integrated
system for transporting goods and passengers across the UAE.

I

n December 2021 the UAE
Government announced the launch of
the UAE Railways Program, the largest
integrated system for transporting goods
and passengers across the country.
The programme constitutes an
integrated strategy for the railway sector
in the UAE for the coming decades and
includes a national network of railway
projects that link the emirates and the key
cities of the country.
The UAE Railways Program falls under
the ‘Projects of the 50’ which is a series of
developmental and economic projects that
aim to accelerate the UAE’s development,
transform it into a comprehensive hub in
all sectors, and establish its status as an
ideal destination for talents and investors.
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The launch highlighted the objectives and phases of the Etihad Rail
project, which forms part of the UAE
Railways Program. Etihad Rail connects
Ghuwaifat on the border with Saudi Arabia
to the port of Fujairah on the Eastern
Coast. The first phase has been fully operational since 2016, with opportunities to
expand beyond the borders of the UAE.
Speaking at the launch of the UAE
Railways Program, UAE Vice President,
Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai,
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum said, “The Etihad Rail is the
largest project to consolidate the strength
of the union for the next fifty years.”
He added, “The UAE’s infrastructure
is among the best in the world, and the

Etihad Rail will further enhance UAE
excellence in the logistical field.”
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and
Deputy Supreme Commander of the
Armed Forces, Sheikh Mohamed bin
Zayed Al Nahyan added, “The National
Railways Program reflects the true
meaning of integration into our national
economic system, as we see the largest
partnership between government entities
at the federal and local levels. It comes
to support a national vision to connect
the country’s key centres of industry and
production, open new trade routes and
facilitate population movement, creating
the most developed work and life environment in the region.”

KEY OBJECTIVES
The UAE Railway Program aims to develop a sustainable road transport system
that supports economic development
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

efforts in all sectors, including the
environment, industry and tourism. The
programme also aims to connect the
emirates of the UAE and provide a reliable
transportation system.
The investments of the UAE Railway
Program amount to AED$50 billion, 70%
of which targets the local market. The
programme will provide more than 9 000
jobs in the railway sector and supporting
sectors by 2030.
The programme also contributes to
reducing 70% to 80% of carbon emissions over the next 50 years, a move that
supports the UAE’s efforts to preserve
the environment and achieve its goal of
carbon neutrality.

THREE STRATEGIC PROJECTS
The UAE Railway Program includes three
key projects; the first of which is the
Freight Rail and includes the Etihad Rail
freight services.
The second project is the Rail
Passenger Services, which aim to connect
11 cities with the UAE, from Al Sila to
Fujairah. At a speed of 200 km/h the Rail

Passenger Services will allow passengers
to travel from Abu Dhabi to Dubai in
50 minutes, and from Abu Dhabi to
Fujairah in 100 minutes. By 2030, the
number of passengers is expected to reach
more than 36.5 million annually.
The third project is the Integrated
Transportation Service, where an innovation centre will be established to
ensure the integration of smart transportation solutions. A network of light rail
will be connected to the Rail Passenger
System to facilitate transportation inside
UAE cities.
Additionally, smart applications and
solutions will be developed to allow
planning and booking of trips, integrating
logistics operations, port and customs
services, and providing integrated logistics solutions.
The UAE Railway Program creates
enormous economic opportunities
amounting to AED$200 billion. The estimated benefits of reducing carbon emissions amount to AED$21 billion and road
maintenance savings to AED$8 b
 illion,
in addition to achieving tourism benefits

estimated at AED$23 billion during the
next 50 years. Meanwhile, the public
benefits on the UAE economy will reach
AED$23 billion.

ETIHAD RAIL
Stage One (the commercial activity) of
Etihad Rail commenced in January 2016.
Etihad Rail has since transported more
than 30 million tonnes of granulated sulphur (the equivalent of around 2.8 million
truck trips).
Stage Two construction was launched
in 2018, and 70% was achieved in less
than 24 months despite the challenges
presented by the Covid-19 pandemic.
Etihad Rail has continued to forge ahead
and complete the project according to its
clearly defined goals and comprehensive
work plan.
The project has seen the cooperation
of 180 entities and more than 40 000
official papers have been issued.
27 000 people are working in more
than 3 000 constructions sites across
the country, achieving 76 million
working hours.
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Global expert team to deliver
Australia-Asia PowerLink Project
One of the world’s largest renewable energy infrastructure projects, the more than AUD$30 billion AustraliaAsia PowerLink (AAPowerLink), which will supply renewable electricity to Darwin and Singapore, has reached a
milestone with the announcement of the Integrated Project Delivery Team.

B

echtel, Hatch, Marsh, PwC
Australia and SMEC (a member
of the Surbana Jurong Group)
provide a powerhouse of world-leading
expertise — each company across
different areas, to drive the future of
renewable energy in Australia and the
Indo-Pacific:
QQ Bechtel: project delivery
QQ Hatch: HVDC transmission
QQ Marsh: risk management
QQ PwC Australia: project advisory
QQ SMEC: solar generation system.
Each carefully selected company has a
proven track record in developing and
delivering complex infrastructure projects, together with a strong commitment
to renewable energy giga-projects and
providing global solutions to achieve net
zero targets. Their combined experience
across environmental, social and governance frameworks will also be essential
in delivering a project of such scale and
significance.
“To secure the support of these globally recognised experts is an important
vote of confidence in the significance and
feasibility of Sun Cable’s AAPowerLink.
Sun Cable is proud to have the expertise
of Bechtel, Hatch, SMEC, Marsh, and
PwC Australia reinforcing our team,
as we deliver this game-changing
infrastructure for Australia, Indonesia
and Singapore. This project is designed
to significantly accelerate the carbon
zero ambitions of the region and we have
brought together a dream team to bring
it to fruition,” says David Griffin, CEO of
Sun Cable.

WORLD-FIRST RENEWABLE SYSTEM
The AAPowerLink will create a gamechanging, world-first renewable energy
infrastructure system. Sun Cable will
integrate a range of technologies and
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AAPowerLink will harness Australia’s solar
energy resources to deliver renewable
electricity to Darwin and Singapore

infrastructure to develop one of the
world’s largest solar farms, to be located
in the Northern Territory of Australia
(17 GWp to 20 GWp); the world’s largest
battery (36 GWh to 42 GWh); and the
world’s longest undersea high voltage
direct current (HVDC) cable system
from Darwin to Singapore (approximately
4 200 km).
The AAPowerLink will be a highcapacity solar generation, storage, and
transmission system that will transmit
reliable, dispatchable renewable electricity
from the Barkly Region of the Northern
Territory to Darwin and Singapore markets. Its key components are:
QQ a solar farm precinct including energy
storage and voltage source converter
(VSC)
QQ an HVDC overhead transmission line
from the solar farm to Darwin
QQ VSCs and a utility-scale battery in
Darwin
QQ a subsea HVDC cable system from
Darwin to Singapore

QQ Cable transition facilities to enable

transition of power cables between
land and sea in Darwin and Singapore
QQ a VSC and utility-scale battery in
Singapore.
The project is expected to begin construction from late 2023, with first supply of
electricity to Darwin in 2026 and first
electricity to Singapore in 2027 (full
capacity by end of 2028).
Following the recent granting of the
subsea cable route recommendation from
the Indonesian Government and approval
to undertake the next stage of the subsea
cable survey, the appointment of the
project management team is the next key
milestone in delivering reliable, renewable
energy from Australia to Asia.

MEETING ELECTRICITY NEEDS
Sun Cable is developing the AAPowerLink
to provide renewable electricity to Darwin,
in support of the Northern Territory’s
ambition to develop an AUD$40 billion economy by 2030. In recognition
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

of its partnership with the Northern
Territory Government, Sun Cable signed
a Project Delivery Agreement with the
Chief Minister Michael Gunner and
was granted major project status in July
2019. Sun Cable is engaging with the
First Nations stakeholders inclusive of
traditional owners, recognised native title
owners, neighbouring communities, and
Land Councils.
“The Australia-Asia PowerLink will
inject AUD$8 billion into the Australian
economy, with most of it being spent right
here in the Northern Territory. Sun Cable
has established an office in the Territory
and employed more than a dozen Darwin
firms for initial works. This project continues to build momentum and create more
jobs and opportunities for Territorians, and
is another massive sign of confidence in the
comeback capital,” says Gunner
The AAPowerLink will also be capable
of supplying up to 15% of Singapore’s electricity needs, with full capacity available
from 2028. Sun Cable’s modelling shows
AAPowerLink could reduce Singapore’s
emissions by 6 million tonnes per year,

Sun Cable’s Australia-Asia PowerLink Project
Electricity demand is set to double in the region in the next 20 years to circa
2 000 terawatt-hours (TWh), an annual growth rate of nearly 4%, almost twice as fast
as the rest of the world.
Australia has the highest average solar radiation per square metre of any continent in the world. The AAPowerLink will harness Australia’s abundant solar resources to meet growing electricity demand. It will do that by generating, storing and
transmitting renewable electricity to Darwin and Singapore, via the world’s largest
renewable electricity transmission network. AAPowerLink integrates solar, battery,
and HVDC technologies to establish a transformational renewable energy transmission grid that will provide Darwin and Singapore with competitively priced, dispatchable, high volume renewable electricity. This is possible because of Sun Cable’s
innovative integration of three major technology groups, all of which have benefited
from an ongoing transformation in solar PV, batteries, and HVDC transmission.

matching the entire climate abatement gap
in Singapore’s announced 2030 targets.
The AAPowerLink’s total carbon
emissions abatement is estimated at
8.6 million tonnes of CO2e per year. The
project is also expected to unlock direct
investment and job opportunities, R&D,
knowledge sharing, and open up future
growth in new and emerging industries.
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The OPBRC is for selected feeder roads and
farm tracks in the Upper West Region of Ghana

JG Afrika, Taivani Consult and Attachy Construction were
awarded Lot 3, consisting of a 225 km network of feeder roads

OPBRC provides solutions
to road construction challenges
Output and Performance-based Road Contracting (OPBRC) is improving efficiency and effectiveness of road
asset management and maintenance in various African countries. Ghana is the latest country to adopt this
innovative contracting model to help solve the challenges encountered with conventional contracting models.

S

halen Jangali, a JG Afrika Technical Director of Roads and
Highways and an expert in OPBRC, believes that there
is more scope for other countries to adopt this model of
contracting considering its many benefits.
“OPBRC ensures quality design and construction of road
infrastructure. This is in addition to facilitating the completion of
road construction projects within the awarded price and adequate
maintenance of the infrastructure after it has been built. There
is a strong case for its deployment in other countries, including
South Africa,” says Jangali.
JG Afrika is among only a few South African consulting engineering firms that has broad knowledge in the field. This includes
the company’s participation in successful road construction
projects in Liberia under the OPBRC model.
An important feature of an OPBRC is that any type of firm
or business venture that has the necessary technical, managerial
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and financial capacity to fulfil the contractual obligations can be
appointed to undertake the road works if this is permitted in the
bidding document.
This entity is responsible for designing and undertaking
the works, services and actions that are necessary to achieve
and maintain the service levels specified in the contract. These
are defined from a road user’s perspective and may, therefore,
include factors such as average travel speeds, riding comfort and
safety features.

GHANA PROJECT
Jangali was recently nominated to lead the team of JG Afrika
engineers – comprising 10 seasoned geometric and pavement
design engineers – working on a large road construction project
in Ghana that involves this method of contracting. These skills
are complemented by those of representatives from Ghana-based
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

“The initial rehabilitation of and upgrades to the
roads includes the installation of streetlights, as
well as the construction of sidewalks, bus bays
and stopping lanes within selected urban areas. A
total of 3.3 km of roads in built-up areas will also
be widened and upgraded from gravel surface to
paved standards using concrete paving blocks.
Moreover, existing culverts and new culverts will be
constructed as part of this aspect of the work scope”
Taivani Consult, JG Afrika’s Ghanaian joint venture partner that
is undertaking the geotechnical investigations and site surveys
for this project, including hydrology and hydraulic design of the
roadway drainage.
The firms are joined by Attachy Construction, a Ghanaian
contractor, to complete the Construction Entity that was appointed to design, construct and maintain the road network on
behalf of the Ghanaian Ministry of Roads and Highways.
Notably, this is the first time that the Ghanaian Ministry
of Roads and Highways is using the OPBRC model. The
ministry decided to experiment with it based on the success
of the system in addressing the limitations of traditional
road construction contracts in other West African countries,
including Liberia.
The OPBRC is for the design, rehabilitation, improvement,
maintenance and complementary interventions for selected
feeder roads and farm tracks in the Upper West Region of Ghana.
This project comprises three lots which, together, total more
than 670 km.
JG Afrika, Taivani Consult and Attachy Construction were
awarded Lot 3, consisting of a 225 km network of feeder roads
within the Nandom, Lawra and Lambussie Districts.
“The initial rehabilitation of and upgrades to the roads includes the installation of streetlights, as well as the construction
of sidewalks, bus bays and stopping lanes within selected urban
areas. A total of 3.3 km of roads in built-up areas will also be
widened and upgraded from gravel surface to paved standards
using concrete paving blocks. Moreover, existing culverts and
new culverts will be constructed as part of this aspect of the work
scope,” says Jangali.
“Meanwhile, the maintenance component of the OPBRC
includes complementary interventions, such as minor rehabilitations and the provision of mechanised boreholes with storage
facilities at selected community-based health planning and service compounds. Periodic maintenance works consist of specific
re-graveling activities and emergency works have been included
in the network performance component of OPBRC.”
Located within the Western Sudan Savanna Zone, the
network of feeder roads mainly services agricultural operations. These include, among others, the production of food
crops, such as millet, sorghum, maize, cowpea, groundnut, rice
and yam.
The network traverses a level terrain with an average elevation
of 300 m above mean sea level (MSL). With elevations ranging
between 180 m and 350 m above MSL, the terrain generally
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This is the first time that the Ghanaian Ministry
of Roads and Highways is using the OPBRC model

slopes gently towards the Volta River. The lowest areas lie along
the Volta Lake.

OPBRC MODEL UNPACKED
The construction entity is responsible for maintaining the road
for three years after the two-year construction phase. In this way,
the OPBRC also expands the role of the private sector to the management and conservation of road assets. This is opposed to the
traditional role of a contractor which is to only execute the works.
Under the conventional contract model, the contractor is
incentivised to undertake the maximum amount of works to increase its turnover and profits. The contractor is not responsible
for the quality of the design of the road for the user – even if it
has spent a large sum of money and executed the work according
to the contract. This has led to instances where roads have not
lasted because of deficiencies in the original design and inadequate maintenance.
During the bidding process, the construction entity proposed
a fixed lump-sum price to raise the road to a certain service level
and to maintain this standard for a relatively long period.
Under the OPBRC, the construction entity does not get paid
directly for inputs or physical works. Instead, it is remunerated for achieving the specified service level indicators of the
OPBRC. This includes rehabilitating the road to pre-defined
standards; maintaining certain service levels on the network;
and performing specific improvements to the infrastructure. It
will receive a monthly lump-sum that covers all the physical and
non-physical maintenance that it provides, while unforeseen
emergency works will be remunerated separately.
The rehabilitation and improvement work, which has been
explicitly specified by the Ministry of Roads and Highways in the
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contract, is quoted on the basis of measurable output quantities
and paid as performed by the construction entity. To receive
monthly payment for maintenance services, the construction
entity must ensure that the roads under the contract meet the
service levels indicators as specified in the bidding document.
The workload required to ensure that the service levels indicators are met will vary from one month to the next. However, the
monthly payment remains the same as long as the contractor
maintains the required service levels.
Notably, OPBRCs incentivise the construction entities to be
efficient and effective whenever they perform work. To maximise
profits, they must reduce work to the smallest possible volume
of intelligently designed interventions, while also ensuring that
they achieve and maintain the pre-defined service levels over
time. Sound managing capacity is essential to ensure that the
standard of the roads remain above the agreed service levels. This
requires an ability to timeously define, optimise and perform the
physical interventions that are needed in the short, medium and
long term.
Under the OPBRC, routine maintenance consists of various
duties that need to be undertaken frequently to maintain the
road’s functionality. Among others, this includes repairing
potholes, cleaning drainage, sealing cracks and clearing vegetation. Periodic maintenance comprises predictable and more
costly measures of a less frequent nature that will mitigate
the degradation of the road over time. This includes, for
instance, grading, drainage work, resurfacing and asphaltic
concrete overlays.

ENSURING OBPRC SUCCESS
“Intelligent management, timelines of interventions and appropriate technical solutions are key to the success of OBPRCs.
This is where this model of contracting harnesses the skills and
experience of the private sector to ensure significant efficiency
gains and innovation,” says Jangali.
Under the OBPRC, the construction entity will also be responsible for the continuous monitoring and control of road conditions and service levels included in the contract. This will enable
it to fulfil the needs of the contract and provide information on
compliance with service level requirements. They will also help
inform, plan and define interventions to ensure that service
quality indicators never decline below the indicated thresholds.
Notably, the employer does not instruct the construction entity on the type and volume of road maintenance works that need
to be undertaken. Instead, the onus lies with the construction
entity to ensure that it delivers a service according to expectation.
He says this is how the OBPRC again ensures efficiency gains and
technological innovation by harnessing the skills and capabilities
of the private sector.

“Intelligent management, timelines of interventions
and appropriate technical solutions are key
to the success of OBPRCs. This is where this
model of contracting harnesses the skills and
experience of the private sector to ensure
significant efficiency gains and innovation”
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Notably, this type of procurement also requires sound preparatory engineering work. This includes compiling comprehensive
information on the actual condition of the roads that are covered
by the contract. If rehabilitation works are required, the employer
defines the level of quality or standard that needs to be achieved
by the contractor for delivery and completion.
For improvement works, a well-designed bill of quantities
that defines specific outputs for bidders to price is prepared. This
is later used to measure and pay the construction entity. A unit
price bill of quantities with estimates is prepared for emergency
works for bidders to price for bid evaluation purposes. These unit
prices and real measured volumes of emergency works executed
are used to pay the construction entity.
Another important area that requires sound engineering
advice is whether the rehabilitation works should be included
in the contract or be undertaken in advance under a separate
standard civil works contract. This decision depends on the
ability of the construction entity to cost-effectively administer
the risk.
Generally, when initial works represent more than 40% to
50% of the contract value, the risks may be considered too high,
warranting an initial separate contract. However, this document
needs to be adapted if the employer wants the rehabilitation
works to be based on a pre-defined design and connected to
future maintenance by the same contractor. In this case, the bill
of quantities for rehabilitation works will be modified so that they
are similar to those for the emergency works. The measurement
and payment clauses should also be modified for an “input” type
contract.

GHANA PROJECT PROGRESS
JG Afrika and Taivani Consult commenced with the full engineering design, spanning field work through to pavement design,
in August 2021. They are working to very tight deadlines to make
up for minor delays due to logistical challenges. The design of the
225.3 km of roads needs to be completed within seven months so
as to avoid delaying the construction works which will be supervised by a monitoring consultant that is still to be appointed.
Taivani Consult has to travel about 600 km from Accra to
the construction site to complete the surveys and geotechnical
studies. The engineers fly from the capital city to Wa and then
travel via road to the site.
Extensive use is also being made of digital communication
technologies to ensure ongoing communication between JG
Afrika in South Africa and Taivani Consult in Ghana. These
tools, which were also very effective when restrictions on crossborder travel were implemented to curtail the spread of the
Covid-19 virus, will also be used to ensure continued interaction
between the various participants in the construction entity
during the subsequent phases of the OPBRC.
Jangali lauds the Ghanaian Ministry of Roads and Highways
for its innovative approach to road construction that will also
ensure the efficient use of public funds.
“Importantly, these contracts are also assisting governments
build experience in undertaking public-private partnerships. This
is in addition to changing the public sector’s role from being a
purchaser of goods or inputs to a purchaser of services – a significant change in traditional relationships between professional
teams and client bodies,” he concludes.
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Nalubaale Dam refurbishment
defies Covid-19 pandemic
When GIBB was awarded the contract to design and oversee the refurbishment of Nalubaale Dam in Uganda
in 2018, it could not have predicted the challenges that would lie ahead in the face of a global pandemic. This,
however, did not prevent construction deadlines from being met and high technical standards being achieved.

L

ocated 3 km downstream from the
source of the Nile River in Jinja,
Uganda, the Nalubaale hydropower
station’s first turbine unit was commissioned in 1954. Cracks were first noticed
in the powerhouse structure in 1964
and were initially thought to be caused
by an unprecedented rise in water levels
in Lake Victoria, resulting in a rise of
tailwater levels.
Decades later, in the 1990s, alkaliaggregate reaction (AAR) was identified
as the cause of concrete deformations
and cracks. In the interim, cracks had
also developed in the main dam wall and
leakages from the reservoir were observed
against the downstream face.
Between 1999 and 2000, the cracks in
the concrete were injected with a cementbased grout, galleries were excavated from
the downstream face of the dam, drainage
holes were drilled inside the galleries and
a roller compacted concrete prop was
built downstream to support the dam
along the highest sections.
The works were carried out with the
reservoir operating at its normal operating
level. The grouting works were considered
to be effective, however some leakages
became evident on the downstream face
from 2014, indicating that this kind of
repair had a limited service-life as long as
the concrete kept on swelling due to AAR.

DAM REFURBISHMENT
GIBB civil engineer Louiza van Vuuren
says Eskom Uganda decided to implement
a new grouting programme to improve
the structural and functional integrity of
the dam structure, awarding the contract
for the design and supervision of the
refurbishment works to GIBB in 2018. “In
October 2020, a contractor was appointed
to execute the refurbishment works as per
our design and specifications.”
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The Nalubaale Dam

The grout method used by GIBB was
based on the grouting intensity number.
The acceptable pressures and volumes of
grout injected were derived from stability
calculations to avoid hydro-jacking of the
dam’s concrete during grouting.
“The specifications stipulated that the
pressures used for grout injection should be
controlled with a pressure transducer, which
is fitted to a grout pump equipped with an
automatic data acquisition system, capable of
measuring, displaying, and recording data in
real time,” explains Van Vuuren.
The contractor mobilised to site in
December 2020, initially commencing
with the drilling and grouting works on
a trial section of the dam. This was to
confirm or modify the grouting method
(boundary curve, boreholes spacing, stop
criteria, etc.); the grout mix design and
grouting materials; as well as the equipment such as pumps, mixers, sensors and
automated control devices, among others.
Primary holes were inspected with a
borehole imaging device to establish typical
crack elevations, directions and widths,
and to inspect the mass concrete condition.
This led to the detection of large cracks of
up to 17 mm wide. Crest levelling surveys of
the concrete blocks were also conducted to
detect any evidence of hydro-jacking.

Due to the grout trial section taking
longer than originally anticipated, the
project experienced a slow start, compelling the contractor to increase the
number of employees on site, as well as
drilling equipment, to catch up with the
planned schedule.
Uganda experienced a second wave
of Covid-19 infections in June 2021, with
some employees on the project testing
positive for the virus. “This resulted in
further delays when employees had to
be isolated and tested. The Ugandan
Government also imposed lockdown
measures, which resulted in challenges
with obtaining grouting materials,” says
Van Vuuren.
Despite these delays, she says the
practical completion of the drilling and
grouting works was achieved before the
original completion date of the contract
and within the original budget.
“The successful implementation of
the construction works was as a result of
thorough planning, open lines of communication and teamwork from everyone
involved. We worked together as a team
with the client and the contractor, and it
was refreshing to know we could rely on
one another. It was truly a great project to
be involved in,” Van Vuuren concludes.
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Global alliance to drive
renewable energy
Late last year a group of global leaders from across the renewable energy value chain and the sector’s innovation
ecosystem launched a new organisation to ensure renewables are wholly sustainable for people and the planet
and lead a just transition away from fossil fuels.

T

he partners, united in a shared
vision for the sustainability of
the renewables industry and the
need to take concrete, collaborative
action, have come together to create the
Global Alliance for Sustainable Energy.
The initiative is unique in its scope and
ambition, representing the founding
members’ joint response to the urgent
need to decarbonise the global energy
system while ensuring its sustainability
from an environmental, social and
governance perspective.
The Global Alliance for Sustainable
Energy brings together utility companies
from diverse geographies, major manufacturers in the wind power and solar PV
supply chains as well as sector associations and innovation partners. The 17
founding members are: 3M, Adani Green
Energy Ltd., EDP, Eletrobras, Enel Green
Power, Global Solar Council, Global Wind
Energy Council, Goldwind, Iberdrola,
JA Solar, Nordex Group, NTPC Limited,
Politecnico di Milano, Politecnico di
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Torino, ReNew Power, Risen Energy and
Trina Solar.
“We have to act now – and act together – in making a serious commitment
towards carbon-free, sustainable energy,”
said Salvatore Bernabei, representative
of the founding members of the Global
Alliance for Sustainable Energy, and CEO
of Enel Green Power.
“We will pursue our mission to
make a collective impact in embedding
sustainability across the entire value
chain by leveraging on core, shared values:
responsibility, respect for human rights,
protection of the environment and biodiversity, but also open collaboration and
transparency.”

REDEFINING SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
The Global Alliance for Sustainable
Energy aims to redefine the meaning
of sustainable energy and embrace
all those working in and impacted by
renewables, joining efforts with civil society, end-users, policymakers, academic

institutions, materials suppliers, original
equipment manufacturers and likeminded
utilities to interface with governments and
investors. The initiative is fully aligned
with the 2030 agenda set out in the UN
Sustainable Development Goals.
While wind and solar have distinct
characteristics as renewable technologies,
they are highly complementary and share
both similar growth trajectories and
similar challenges to their sustainable
deployment. Closer alignment between
wind and solar is therefore critical for
accelerating the energy transition.
“The wind industry has a crucial role
to play in cleaning up the dirty parts
of the global economy such as steel,
cement and heavy transport but also to
decarbonise our own supply chain at the
same time,” said Ben Backwell, CEO of the
Global Wind Energy Council.
“Work on the wind industry’s own
sustainability is already under way as we
move from pilot projects to a full-scale
industry approach, addressing challenges
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such as circular economy solutions to
blade recycling and protecting labour
practices and human rights in a rapidly
expanding workforce.”
Commenting on solar energy, Gianni
Chianetta, CEO of the Global Solar
Council stated, “Beyond its climate impact, solar power can make a significant
contribution towards the Sustainable
Development Goals thanks to the ripple
effect that fans out into the economic,
social and environmental domains,
benefiting areas such as health, education,
gender equality and poverty alleviation.
What is key is a joined-up effort. It’s no
longer enough for any one technology,
industry or organisation to lead the way:
we need to lead together, with collaboration and joint action.”

REACHING FOR NET-ZERO
The latest scientific assessment from the
UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change has warned that the world is off
track to limit global temperatures increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels
or even keep them well below 2°C, as set
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out in the 2015 Paris Agreement. Instead,
the planet will warm by 1.5°C in the next
two decades without drastic moves to
eliminate greenhouse gas emissions. UN
Secretary General Antonio Guterres said
this scientific consensus “must sound a
death knell for coal and fossil fuels before
they destroy our planet”.
The pathway to keeping global
heating within the limits set by the
Paris Agreement is net-zero by 2050 and
climate action needs to be stepped up to
reach that goal. In that scenario, almost
70% of electricity generation globally
would come from solar PV and wind
power, according to the International
Energy Agency.
Renewable power technologies,
led by wind and solar PV, have already
stepped up to dominate new installations
of electricity generation, as they have
become the cheapest sources of power in
many markets. In the past seven years,
according to the International Renewable
Energy Agency, more renewable power
was added annually to the world’s
grids than from fossil fuels and nuclear

combined: in 2020, the dominance
of clean technologies over traditional
sources climbed further with 260 GW
of renewables-based generation added
worldwide, more than four times that of
other sources.
The 17 members of the Alliance
are set to work together to tackle the
sustainability challenges in this transition
and bring results both in the short and
the medium term. They start their collaboration by focusing on four key areas
where they can achieve quick wins for
the sustainability of the renewable energy
industry, aligning different players by
setting and harmonising standards and
metrics, around which common targets
can be set, and aligning around best
practices. The focus areas are: net-zero
emissions and CO2 footprints; circular
economy and design; human rights; and
water footprints.
The alliance is open to new members
who share this vision and can contribute
concretely towards the ultimate goal of becoming a truly sustainable industry within
the transition to net-zero by 2050.
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I n brief

Call for Sishen-Saldanha ore rail link to be privatised

S

outh Africa’s only zinc refinery closed down in 2011, while
Africa’s only other zinc refinery stopped operating in early
2020. In recent years, South Africa imported as much
as 86 000 tons of refined zinc per annum at a current cost of
R3.99 billion.
If South Africa had its own local source of refined zinc, it
would significantly reduce the input cost of hot dip galvanised
steel for construction and mining. However, a key input to
competitive zinc ore concentrate supply is determined by the cost
of transporting the ore to the nearest refinery or port. At present,
there is a state-owned railway line running from Sishen in the
Northern Cape to Saldanha in the Western Cape.
“Why should this line be used exclusively by one company?
Privatising the Sishen-Saldanha line is a very hot topic. The line,
opened in 1976 for use by the former state-owned Iscor, has since
become used by a single JSE-listed company that is the sole beneficiary of a rail link paid for by South African taxpayers,” argues Simon
Norton from the Africa Desk of the International Zinc Association.
Another urgent issue he identifies is the need to construct new
rail links from Gamsberg and Prieska in the Northern Cape to the
Sishen-Saldanha line to allow zinc miners to export zinc ore concentrate by rail to Saldanha Bay. Currently, Northern Cape zinc miners
must transport ore by road.
Norton also stresses the urgency of rebuilding the national
goods and passenger rail network, perhaps even with a wider
rail gauge that can run faster, heavier trains over long distances.
Investing in such critical rail infrastructure would result in an

Growth in railway infrastructure would
be a major stimulus for engineering

increase in both refined zinc and galvanised steel demand in
South Africa.
“If the government focuses solely on growth in the railway
industry, it will be a major stimulus for engineering, employment
and socioeconomic development. It is a tremendous win-win situation,” comments Norton.
South Africa’s galvanising sector itself has shrunk from 38
companies to 24. Norton believes the dramatic decline in the use
of refined zinc over the past decade in South Africa is directly
proportional to the dearth in major civil engineering projects,
combined with a decline in mining infrastructure growth and
expansion. This is particularly significant because more than 60%
of refined zinc is used globally to produce galvanised steel for
construction and civil engineering.
“If the zinc decline continues unabated, then the South African
government will wake up to a non-existent construction and infrastructure industry within a matter of years,” warns Norton.

Coega fast-tracks construction at TASEZ
Phase 1 of the TASEZ is close
to completion as scheduled

T

he Coega Development Corporation (CDC) is on track to
complete the multi-billion-rand Phase 1 of the Tshwane
Automotive Special Economic Zone (TASEZ).
“Just over a year in, and amid a global pandemic, Phase 1
construction at TASEZ is close to completion. Top structure
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construction of most suppliers is well advanced, and some are already operational,” says Chuma Mbande, CDC’s Executive Manager
of Business Development for External Infrastructure Programmes.
The Tshwane Automotive Special Economic Zone is Africa’s
first automotive city and is envisaged as the preferred investment
destination for the automotive industry on the African continent.
Its proximity to an established automotive industry allows for
increased economies of scale and scope, thereby lowering the cost
of doing business.
TASEZ is also a catalyst for employment, transformation and
socio-economic development and industry growth. It boasts the
most skilled labour in the sector, easy access to a strong consumer
base, and connectivity to both suppliers and potential markets
while promoting export-orientated industries and local integration.
In the year-to-date, government, comprising the Department
of Trade, Industry and Competition, the City of Tshwane, and the
Gauteng Provincial Government, has spent R1.85 billion on the
TASEZ development, while R1.3 billion has been invested by the
private sector.
Over 3 000 construction jobs have been created across five factories within the TASEZ since its launch in 2019, with more to come as
construction is completed and existing operations ramp up.
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R enewable E nerg y

A wind tower, prior to the installation of the
wind blades lying at the bottom of the tower

Roggeveld Wind Farm –
a precast concrete masterpiece
Forty-seven precast concrete towers were deployed for the construction of the Roggeveld Wind Farm which
is owned by Independent Power Producer (IPP) Red Rocket (formerly Building Energy) and is situated in the
Western Cape close to Matjiesfontein and Sutherland in the Northern Cape.

R

oggeveld forms part of Round 4 of
South Africa’s Renewable Energy
Independent Power Producer
Programme and feeds up to 147 MW into
the national grid. At a height of 100 m, the
towers support wind-powered turbines,
each with a maximum generating capacity
of just over 3 MW.
The towers were assembled with
precast concrete segments which were
manufactured by Cape Town-based
precast concrete producer and Concrete
Manufacturers Association member,
Concrete Units, in a joint venture with
Spanish company Windtechnic. The
latter has extensive experience in the
manufacture of precast concrete wind
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towers and provided engineering input.
On completion, some 16 500 m³ of
concrete, 2 500 tonnes of reinforcing
steel and 164 000 m² of shuttering had
been used.
Tower assembly and the supply and
installation of turbines and blades was
handled by Nordex Energy South Africa.
In addition, a Nordex team of 20 staff
members was permanently based at
Concrete Units to ensure that high quality
tolerances were met daily during the
manufacture of the tower segments.
The civils contract, which included the
tower bases and the roads, was awarded
to Concor, and Raubex Infra was awarded
the electrical installation contract.

BUILDING THE TOWERS
Each completed tower comprises five
20 m tapered concrete sections, each
section having been assembled with individual precast concrete segments.
“The base section, T1, comprises
four segments and was mounted on an
in-situ concrete foundation. T2, which
was mounted on T1, and T3, which was
mounted on T2, were also assembled
using four precast concrete segments
each, whereas T4 was constructed with
three segments and T5 required only
two,” explains Charl Coetzee, Concrete
Units Cape Town manager.
“Turbines comprise a nacelle and hub
which weigh a combined 140 tonnes, and
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A giant mobile crane lifted the tower segments into position

three blades, each weighing 12 tonnes.
Therefore, each tower bears a total weight
of 176 tonnes.”
The precast sections were assembled
at the tower sites. Individual segments
were lifted off truck beds and then
lowered vertically into position by a
giant mobile crane. They were joined to
matching segments using bowtie connections. This was achieved by inserting
reinforcing into hollow slots formed by
the segments’ two opposing vertical channels. A proprietary high-strength grout
was then pumped into the joint to create a
permanent seal.
“The 20 m sections were attached to
each other in a horizontal plane using
starter bar and ducting joints which were
sealed with grout. The flawless execution
of this process required extremely accurate casting and very tight tolerances,”
says Coetzee.
The Roggeveld towers were designed
to bend and during strong winds can
move up to 700 mm at their apex. This
flexibility was facilitated by the use of
steel reinforcing inside the tower walls.
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This lateral movement was counterbalanced by the installation of six 90 mm
steel cables, which attach the inner wall
of T5 sections to the concrete base and
provide additional strength to the overall
structure. Once installed, they were posttensioned by Nordex.
The precast segments, 799 in all, were
cast at Concrete Units’ factory using
five moulds which were imported from
Italy by Nordex. 2 m long, the mould
sections were attached to each other
using precision-based laser technology.
Moreover, to ensure the accurate layout of
the steel reinforcing, Concrete Units used
special reinforcing jigs.
A maximum of five segments were
cast daily. Various types of inserts and
sockets were cast into specific positions
to accommodate the mechanical (ladders,
lifts and landings) and the electrical
equipment (cable trays, etc.) required
inside the towers. Spaces for doors were
cast into every fourth T1 segment. Mould
stripping took place either late into the
night shift or first thing every morning
by which time the segments had reached

Wind blade installation

a minimum compressive strength
of 25 MPa.
Segments T1 and T2 sections were
5.5 m and 5 m respectively and their
transportation on extendable trailers
required police escorts. Because of their
abnormal loading, the trucks weren’t
able to use the Du Toits Kloof tunnel
on the N1. Instead, they were routed via
Tulbach, over a distance of 350 km and
the journey took up to two days. The
smaller segments were transported using
normal escorts.

EXCELLENCE IN CONCRETE
In terms of concrete manufacture, the
Roggeveld Wind Farm project is cutting
edge and is one of the country’s largest
wind farms to date.
The tower segments were designed according to European as opposed to SANS
codes. This allowed the team to design
up to 115 MPa cube strength rather than
the 60 MPa which forms part of the SANS
structural concrete code. The Roggeveld
tower segments were manufactured to
75 MPa, the strength required to bear the
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loading of the turbines and to withstand the
wind forces. This strength allowed Nordex
engineers to opt for lighter concrete sections
which added a further eco-friendly dimension to the project through lower material
usage and transport costs.
Moreover, the tower sections were manufactured with self-compacting concrete
(SCC). Without it, the project would have
been much more complex, involving external vibration and more expensive moulds.
SCC was supplied by Megamix, which
has a batching plant close to Concrete
Units. The SCC mix was one of the critical
components of the whole manufacturing
process. Rainy weather can affect the
mix because the amount of water used is
critical. Even a slight water overdose can
cause segregation and a loss of strength
which is why the slump flow of every batch
was tested at Concrete Units before being
pumped into the moulds.
In most instances, the higher one goes,
the better the wind, and for heights above
80 m, concrete towers tend to be less
expensive than steel towers, thus positively
impacting on the cost of the electricity generated. To date, most wind turbines in South
Africa have been mounted on steel towers,
the majority of which are imported and
therefore carry a comparatively low local
labour and job creation component.
By contrast, concrete wind towers come
with high local content inputs and by default
carry a much higher job generating capacity.
For example, over 95% of the raw materials
for Roggeveld’s concrete towers including
the reinforcing steel, was sourced locally.
All the IPPs have submitted tenders for
Bid Round 5 and the notices to proceed are
expected to be published in March 2022.
With greater heights and different designs,
Round 5 towers will be able to generate up
to 5.6 MW each. When completed, Round 5
will generate up to 1 600 MW from onshore
wind energy and 1 000 MW from solar
photovoltaic power plants.
“Against the backdrop of global steel
price increases over the last two years, it
seems a safe bet that during the coming
years precast concrete will play a major
role in wind-tower construction,” concludes Coetzee.

A tower prior to the installation
of the wind blades

Text by
David Beer on behalf of the
Concrete Manufacturers Association (CMA)
david.bigsky@gmail.com
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T

he booklet, titled ENSafrica
Construction ENSurance: recent
influential court decisions and
what they may mean for your business
references judicial decisions made in 2019
and 2020. Although many of these decisions originate in the United Kingdom,
Australia and Canada, they are worth
paying attention to as they may prove to
be influential on future decisions made by
South African courts.
We have selected five topics and provide our expert analysis and commentary
in respect of each one. While this is not
intended to be a reference work, we do
hope that it will be useful to those in the
construction and insurance industries.
The five topics and the judicial decisions
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ENSafrica has released a booklet on construction insurance topics
with reference to judicial decisions made in 2019 and 2020. This article
forms part 1 of a series that will unpack the various topics covered in
the booklet.
to which they relate serve to demonstrate
the significant interconnectedness
between the fields of construction and
insurance law. The selected topics are:
1. The status of interim payment certificates on cancellation of a construction
contract and implications for construction guarantees and guarantee insurers.
2. Coverage implications for insurers in
a construction contract in circumstances where the construction all
risks insurance policy and the reinsurance policy are not back-to-back.
3. Contractual liability exclusion clauses
in liability insurance cover, including
construction all risks cover.
4. The rectification of an on-demand
construction performance guarantee
issued by an insurer and the doctrine
of strict compliance.
5. The controversial defective workmanship exclusion in construction all risks
insurance policies.

In this article we unpack the first of the
topics listed above.

TOPIC ONE UNPACKED
The status of interim payment certificates on cancellation of a construction
contract and implications for construction guarantees and guarantee insurers
In a recent 2019 decision of the South
African Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA)
in Intech Instruments v Transnet Limited
t/a South African Port Operations, the
court ruled that the cancellation of a
construction contract rendered interim
or provisional payment certificates,
issued in terms of the construction
contract, to be of no force and effect. In
doing so, the court recognised and followed a previous decision it made some
32 years ago in the matter of Thomas
Construction (Pty) Limited (in liquidation) v Grafton Furniture Manufacturers
(Pty) Limited.
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The SCA held: “Where a client lawfully terminates a construction contract,
as is the case here, the contractor’s claim
for retention monies and unpaid invoices
are not self-standing claims, separate and
independent from the remainder of the
contract. And, upon such termination, the
interim certificates ceased to be of any
force and effect. They cannot sustain a
basis for payment where there can be, in
view of the cancellation, no further expectation of a completion of the works”.

COMMENT AND ANALYSIS
The decision is based on the principle,
well described by the SCA, in the 2016
decision of Nurcha Finance Company
(Pty) Limited v Oudtshoorn Municipality,
in the following terms: “… that payment
ultimately depends on the delivery of
a finished product of work” such that,
“Cancellation of the contract strikes at the
very foundation of the claim and therefore
debars a claim based upon the interim
payment certificate”.
The principle will apply in all instances, subject to any contrary provision
in the underlying construction contract
between the employer and the contractor.
For instance, a clause to the effect that
an interim certificate will remain of force
and effect, notwithstanding a cancellation of the contract. In this matter, the
contract was based on the standard form
General Conditions of Contract wording,
which does not serve to preserve the
enforceability of an interim payment
certificate beyond a cancellation of the
underlying construction contract. The
position is the same in relation to the
standard form JBCC contract.
This principle and the consequence of
a cancellation of an underlying construction contract in relation to the validity
and enforceability of an interim payment
certificate, is often forgotten. However,
it has important consequences for contractors following the cancellation of a
construction contract.
This principle means that, following a
cancellation of a construction contract, a
contractor is not able to sue the employer
based on the interim certificate, and the
contractor’s only available remedy is to
sue the employer for contractual damages.

IMPLICATIONS FOR GUARANTEES
This principle also has implications
for insurers in relation to demands for
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payment in terms of on-demand insurance construction guarantees, as such
demands very often follow a cancellation
of an underlying construction agreement.
By virtue of the operation of this principle,
a guarantor, faced with a demand from
the employer in terms of a performance
guarantee, is unable to take cession of a
contractor’s claims for payment under
interim payment certificates, in order
to defend the claim on a performance
guarantee on the basis of set-off.
An interesting question arises in this
context in relation to on-demand payment
guarantees (as opposed to performance
guarantees). In terms of a payment guarantee, the guarantor undertakes to pay the
contractor the sum certified as payable in
terms of a payment certificate issued to
the contractor pursuant to an underlying
agreement. What then is the guarantor’s
obligation to the contractor following a
demand for payment by the contractor,
when the employer cancels the underlying
construction agreement?
The South African law, as it currently
stands relative to on-demand guarantees,
is that the obligation established in a
guarantee is wholly independent of
the underlying contract (known as the
autonomy principle), and it is only where
fraud is involved that the guarantor may
decline liability. Accordingly, a court
would be likely to disregard the cancellation of the underlying construction agreement, and to order payment in terms of
the payment guarantee, notwithstanding
this established principle.
This scenario also brings to the fore
the following broader and contentious
issues (which coincidentally have become
relevant considerations in recent matters):

The continued validity of a performance
guarantee – no expiry date
The continued validity of a performance
guarantee having no expiry date (as is very
often the case), in circumstances where
the underlying construction contract is
completed such that the parties have, in
terms of that contract, no further rights
and obligations relative to performance.
In some instances, demands for payment
are being made a number of years after
the completion of a contract. The implication for guarantee insurers is that they
are then compelled to reopen reserves
in order to provide for such claims long
after the completion of projects. This in

the context of some guarantee insurers
and reinsurers having discontinued the
product, which has reduced the capacity
of the insurance market to supply the
guarantee product.

The validity of a guarantee –
the underlying construction contract
The validity of a guarantee in circumstances in which it becomes apparent
that the underlying construction contract
was subject to an initial impossibility of
performance, and as such is void or unenforceable. This question arose in a recent
2019 decision of the South Gauteng High
Court in Transnet SOC Limited v ABSA
Insurance Company Limited and Others.
After emphasising the principle that a performance guarantee is wholly independent
of the underlying contract, the court ruled
that “Whether or not the underlying contract exists in an enforceable form or not
and whether or not a beneficiary is actually
entitled to be paid under the underlying
construction contract has no bearing on
the matter”. In the court’s view, “the only
concern … is to determine whether or not
in terms of the demand document, the
allegations required by the performance
guarantee are contained in the document”.
Serious consideration ought to be
given to whether these circumstances
should not serve, as is the case with
the fraud defence, as exceptions to the
autonomy principle. The question is, more
specifically, whether it is reasonable and
in conformance with public policy that in
these instances the autonomous nature
of on-demand guarantee should continue
to trump commercial reality. There is, in
this regard, authority that may be drawn
on not only in the English law in relation
to letters of credit, but also in the South
African law in relation to negotiable
instruments, such instruments not being
unlike on-demand guarantees.
In our view, this is an issue that needs
to be carefully considered and decided
upon by the SCA.

A breakdown of the remaining four
topics will be published in future
issues of Civil Engineering. To access
the full publication visit: https://www.
ensafrica.com/uploads/newsarticles/0_ensafrica%20insurance%20
newsletter%20final.pdf.
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Innovative spillway design
put to the test
A unique spillway project undertaken to raise the Garden Route Dam, the main supply for George in the Western
Cape, was finally put to the test towards the end of November when it began spilling following torrential rains
in the area.

T

he duckbill design by consulting engineering and infrastructure advisory firm Zutari significantly increases the
discharge capacity of both the dam and spillway to boost
dam safety by preventing overtopping while at the same time
boosting water supplies.
“I am happy to report that the spillway is behaving as expected,” reports Dr Frank Denys, Associate and Expertise Leader:
Dams at Zutari.
George Municipality reports that while the heavy rainfall and
flash floods on 22 November had “understandably overshadowed”
the dam’s overflowing on the same day, it remained a celebration
of innovative engineering and a significant milestone in the city’s
long-term water security.

AWARD-WINNING INNOVATION
“The design is relatively new in the engineering world, and as
far as we know is not being used in this way in South Africa,”
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says George Municipality’s Civil Engineering Services Acting
Director, Lionel Daniels. It was extensively researched by Zutari
and tested by the Department of Water and Sanitation’s Hydraulic
Laboratory in Pretoria, with its shape designed to slow down
water flow using basic physics principles. “The design is brilliant
in its simplicity, and it was a real victory to see the dam overflow
and the spillway working so effectively,” says Daniels.
“The project showcased how relatively small, well-engineered
and optimised adjustments can provide a more resilient water
supply system without compromising on dam safety. Furthermore,
the expansion of existing water supply resources is preferable to the
development of new sites, as it limits the environmental impact to
an already impacted site. Despite the novel nature of the engineered
solution, this unique and innovative project had a low capital cost
and also has a small estimated maintenance cost,” adds Denys.
The project won an award for technical excellence in the 2020
SAICE Southern Cape Branch Regional Awards.
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The new spillway overflowed on 22 November 2021
(Credit: Wessel van Heerden)

DESIGN EXPLAINED
The project increased the existing storage capacity of the Garden
Route Dam by raising its full supply level by 2.5 m via the
installation of a new spillway, enlarging the storage volume by
2.5 million m³. The solution centred on a sophisticated hydraulic
design in the form of a novel, state-of-the-art, non-linear spillway
The duckbill shaped spillway is designed to slow down water flow
using basic physics principles (Credit: Wessel van Heerden)
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in the shape of a duckbill. Although duckbill or bathtub spillways
are not unique, they are rare worldwide.
The Zutari team used its industry expertise to amend the
hydraulic design to ensure that the weir would behave in a safe
and predictable manner. The shape of the duckbill causes flow
on opposite ends of the overflow to collide within the duckbill,
causing an upwelling, also known as flow bulking, which breaks
the flow’s momentum and causes it to lose its energy. The flow
from the rounded upstream end of the spillway is not so opposed
and causes this upwelling of flow to move toward the exit of the
spillway at rapid velocity. This increase in velocity reduces the
water level to a lower elevation such that it can safely pass under
the bridge over the spillway.
The final duckbill spillway design resulted in a total spillway
length of 80 m, with a maximum discharge capacity of 570 m³/s at
a freeboard of 4.1 m. The flood event on 22 November 2021 was
the first time the new spillway overflowed since its completion
in December 2019. Prior to the flood event, the water level in the
dam was roughly 1 m below the crest of the spillway. This volume
was rapidly filled up in the course of the early morning and the
spillway started overflowing at roughly 08:30. The peak of the
flood occurred at 13:00 according to the Department of Water
and Sanitation’s water level-data record.
The water level recorder logged a maximum overflow
depth of 0.509 m over the crest, which equates to about 50 m³/s
in discharge. It thus appears to have been a relatively minor
event, with the dam designed to cater for much higher flows.
That said, the incoming flood was partially attenuated or
absorbed by the storage volume in the dam basin. The flows at
the nearby flow logger on the Malgas River likewise recorded a
minor flood.
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H istory and heritage

Exploring the history of
Cape Town’s water courses
By international standards, the rivers of the Cape Metropolitan Area are little more than streams, but they play
a vital part in providing drainage to a region which experiences notably wet winters. A new book, titled Much
Water Under Many Bridges, examines the engineering history of the catchments, rivers, and drainage systems of
the greater Cape Town area.
The Longkloof Weir

O

ver the years, engineers have had to modify Cape Town’s
river courses to improve drainage, alleviate flooding, and
provide for water supply.
Much Water Under Many Bridges, published through SAICE’s
History and Heritage Panel, describes the history of the region’s
rivers and details the work that has been undertaken in the wake
of urbanisation. However, as Cape Town’s history is inevtably
bound with water supply, the book is actually an insight into the
growth of the city itself.
Author Tony Murray has gathered information which had
been lying in the files of municipal engineers for years, found delightful anecdotes, interviewed several practitioners and detailed
information from his own experience. All of this is woven into a
story which will fascinate engineers and laymen alike.

founded the History and Heritage Panel which brings important
work to the eyes of the public.
He has previously written a book, Megastructures and
Masterminds, which details engineering inspiration in South
African projects and sold some 3 000 copies in commercial
bookshops. Murray’s vignettes on prominent South African
engineers of the 19th century have appeared from time to time in
Civil Engineering magazine and were collated in a booklet called
Past Masters.
With other members of the History and Heritage Panel he
is presently engaged on a book about the history of the Orange
River Project, titled Water for a Thirsty Land – the Story of the
Orange River Project, which will be published later this year (see
more on page 41). For his efforts in popularising the profession he
was awarded an Honorary Fellowship by SAICE.
For more information
Tony Murray
SAICE History and Heritage Panel
asmurray@iafrica.com
Visit the SAICE bookstore to order your copy
store.saice.org.za/book-store/much-water-under-many-bridges

The Elsieskraal River at Pinelands

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tony Murray retired after serving 30 years on the Divisional
Council of the Cape during which time he was deeply involved
in the development of Elsies River, Atlantis, and the Kuils River
valley. Since then, finding that the public and, particularly, decision makers have little idea of the role and skills of civil engineers,
he has made it his mission to publicise the profession.
Through SAICE, Murray developed a course to inform local
authority councillors of the duties of municipal engineers, and
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Water for a Thirsty Land – the Story
of the Orange River Project
Some 18 months in the making, SAICE’s History and Heritage Panel is set to publish a coffee table book in 2022
titled Water for a Thirsty Land – the Story of the Orange River Project.

I

n 1962 South Africa was reeling from
the after-effects of the Sharpeville
Massacre and the exodus from the
British Commonwealth. Unexpectedly,
the government announced the Orange
River Project, a plan on a scale unknown
in the country, to tame the Orange River
and provide reliable water supply to transform the arid Karoo.
The scheme included two large
dams, the longest tunnel in the world,
thousands of kilometres of irrigation
canals, and completely new towns to
serve the engineering work. The mood
of the country lifted as overseas experts
streamed in to work side-by-side with
South African engineers to design
and construct the enormous scheme.
Thousands of workers were employed
on construction, subsidiary industries
flourished, and long-suffering farmers
could at last look forward to stable
water supplies.
Now, 60 years later, the book commissioned by SAICE will commemorate the
announcement of the project and 50 years
since the opening of the project’s first
element, the Gariep Dam.

OVERVIEW
The book describes, in terms understandable by non-engineers, how the idea of
the Orange River Project developed from
early water experts, how the dams were
designed and built, and how the countryside has been transformed to contribute
to the present economy.
It also tells the story of the people
involved in a vast activity in a sparsely
populated part of the country: engineers
who overcame problems with ingenious
solutions, farmers who were uprooted
and changed their technology to suit new
conditions, and sleepy villages which, for a
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Water for a Thirsty Land – the Story of the Orange River Project will be published in 2022

few brief years, became thriving metropolises with international culture.
It is a great South African success
story penned by chief scribe Tony
Murray, who is well-known in the SAICE
fraternity for his numerous historical
publications relating to the engineering
profession in South Africa. He is supported by a team of senior professional
engineers, most of whom served years of
their respective careers on this project,
both in its design and construction, and
have made their own contributions to
aspects of the book.
Apart from extensive research of
published books, records and documentation from many sources, numerous field
trips have been embarked upon to the
Northern and Eastern Cape and further
afield, gathering data, project photographs, and reminiscences of the project
from a variety of sources. These include

the many downstream beneficiaries of
this extensive project on the Fish and
Sundays River valleys, local farming communities, engineers and contractors, and
their families, involved in the project’s
design and construction and subsequent
maintenance and dam safety inspections.
The writer, on behalf of the History
and Heritage Panel, recently had the
privilege of preparing and presenting
a poster exhibit of construction and
contemporary project photographs at the
recent 2021 SANCOLD Conference in
Pretoria, showcasing this mega-project
and forthcoming publication to South
African water engineers.
For more information
Alastair Morgan, Pr Eng FSAICE
SAICE History and Heritage Panel
alastair@geoid.co.za
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Book review: The construction
of Van Ryneveld’s Pass Dam
The Graaff-Reinet Museum has published a collector’s edition coffee table book, titled The construction of Van
Ryneveld’s Pass Dam, which tells the story of one of the most important engineering events in the history of
Graaff-Reinet, South Africa’s fourth oldest town.

T

he book, which was made possible
by the generosity of donors and
community volunteers, provides
an annotated selection of historical
photographs depicting the building of the
dam, known since 2001 as Nqweba Dam,
which supplies free-flowing water to all
of Graaff-Reinet’s urban centre. The book
explores how the large volumes of concrete required were produced and placed,
the people involved in the construction,
how the water was distributed over large
distances to farms, and so much more.
Dr Johannes Haarhoff, a member
of SAICE’s History and Heritage Panel,
undertook the photograph selection and
interpretation and wrote the bridging text
for the book. The following two reviews
provide an insight into the book and the
engineering feat it portrays.

The dam nearing completion with prefabricated
walkway elements being positioned

Concrete pouring with the chute running from
a concrete tower at the batching plant

REVIEW BY LEONARDO A. V. MANUS,
CHIEF DIRECTOR: INFRASTRUCTURE
OPERATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
WATER AND SANITATION
So many times, I have stood in awe when
beholding the legendary dams that form
the basis of our country’s expansive water
storage infrastructure, and marvel at the
engineering achievements they signify.
The natural beauty of the impounded
water or the silent majesty of the dam
wall masks the true significance it so
faithfully fulfils in ensuring enhanced
water security.
The book superbly succeeds in
taking us back into history, giving us
another detailed view of dams, regarding
the planning and implementation of
the Nqweba Dam. This demands new
respect for the pioneers who managed,
against all odds, to build this dam which
still serves all the people of Graaff-Reinet
to this day.
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A few years back there was significant
concern about the structural integrity
of Nqweba Dam, but the late Prof. Chris
Oosthuizen used his wealth of civil
engineering experience to judge the risk

to be lower than initially anticipated, and
the rehabilitation project was accordingly
deferred. Getting to know the intense
attention which was given to the foundation during the construction of the dam
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

Shuttering for steps on the downstream
face, with the realigned Van
Rynevelds Pass in the background

Concrete for spillway
piers being placed using
an aerial cableway in late 1924

corroborates the confidence with which
the National Dam Safety Surveillance
Office deferred the rehabilitation project.
One can only hope that through
effective siltation management, the loss
in storage capacity will be minimised
in order to ensure that this dam (which
served generations before) will still serve
many more generations to come.

REVIEW BY ALASTAIR MORGAN
(PR ENG, FSAICE), SAICE HISTORY
AND HERITAGE PANEL
Graaff-Reinet’s chief historical source
of water supply, Van Ryneveld’s Pass
Dam, situated on the upper reaches
of the Sundays River, was constructed
between the years 1920 and 1925 by the
Irrigation Board of the same name, and
was engineered by the (then youthful)
South African Irrigation Department,
forerunners of the Department of
Water Affairs.
A coffee table book has been published
by the Graaff-Reinet Museum whose research of the project has been generously
supported by numerous local donors (including owners of valuable photographic
material) and volunteers. Selection and
interpretation of the photographs was
undertaken by retired civil engineer and
SAICE member Johannes Haarhoff, to
whom we are indebted for the opportunity to review this work of most valuable
historic civil engineering interest.
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Eminent names such as AD Lewis
and, co-incidentally for South Africa’s
subsequent water engineering heritage,
the names KR Shand, HR Roberts,
J Claassens, WJ Pike, and W Pullen,
appear in the professional credits for
the design and construction of the
dam. A mass gravity structure with an
ungated crest spillway, it is of roughly
triangular cross-section which tapers
from a 30 m base to a roughly 3 m crest,
with a total height of 48 m and length
of 380 m, commanding a catchment of
approximately 3 800 km 2.
An intriguing aspect of the crest
spillway design is the entire downstream
facing of the dam which is shaped with
approximately sixteen levels of distinctive alternating and projecting steps,
in rather “castellated” fashion, as the
primary energy dissipation mechanism
– the equivalent to the Roberts Splitter
concept of more recent years, which was
a design introduced by Col. D F Roberts
roughly 15 years later on Loskop Dam
and since replicated widely in South
Africa and abroad.
The book and photographic record
trace the history of Graaff-Reinet’s water
problems since its founding in 1786, albeit
that the town is situated right on the
banks of the Sundays River. In addition to
the copious dam construction records, the
book is replete with photographs from the
earliest years of “flimsy structures which
were partially washed away with every
flood event”, weirs and pipelines from a
well dug in the bed of the Sundays River,
to old furrows which served the town,
and the 100 km network of downstream

canals and open channels, flumes and
distribution works constructed with the
dam, and designed then to also supply
the downstream village of Adendorp and
Kendrew Irrigation Settlement.
Of equal fascination in viewing this
construction record today were the arrangements for supply and transport of
aggregates and rock (by both mule-power
and a light Bagnall steam locomotivepowered railway), quarrying and crushing
of the hard rock dolerite, concrete
batching and lifting onto an overhead
cableway (Blondin-style), and concrete
supply chute for precise placement,
including placement of massive hard
rock dolerite boulders within the heart
of the concrete structure, control valves
and river (flooding) bypass arrangements
during construction.
The book concludes with numerous
photographs showing formal sittings of
dignitaries of the day – Irrigation Board
members and senior construction staff,
and all manner of less formal construction worker photos.
Altogether, a most remarkable collection of photographs and record of
a bygone project designed to satisfy a
significant need at the time, and tame the
forces of nature, although not without its
present-day challenges, but nevertheless
a civil engineering construction to be
celebrated and archived with pride!
For more information
Johannes Haarhoff
SAICE History and Heritage Panel
johannes@haarhoff.org.za
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Recognising distinction

SAICE President’s Award and Honorary Fellowship
At the 2022 presidential inauguration, outgoing 2021 SAICE President Vishal Krishandutt recognised the contributions
of two deserving SAICE members with the presentation of the President’s Award and an Honorary Fellowship.
PRESIDENT’S AWARD

T

he President’s Award honours an individual who
has rendered excellent service to the Institution and
the profession. 2021 recipient Innocentia Mahlangu
(Pr Eng, MSc, PMP) has been a stellar achiever both within
SAICE and the industry as large.
Innocentia, who holds a BSc and MSc in civil engineering
from the University of Witwatersrand, is currently a Project
Manager and Senior Civil Engineer at Hatch. She is a registered
professional engineer with ECSA and has attained accreditation
with PMI as a project management professional.
Innocentia’s technical background is in design and execution
of railway infrastructure projects, where she has fulfilled various
roles including design engineer, resident engineer as well as roles
in project and construction management. In her current role she
is a specialist project manager, overseeing projects in the mining,
metals and infrastructure sectors as part of Hatch’s project
delivery group. She also serves as a project delivery sponsor,
providing governance oversight on several projects.
Innocentia is heavily involved at SAICE where she serves
as Diversity and Inclusivity Champion, advising on diversity
and inclusion issues as they pertain to civil engineering. She is
also the chair of SAICE’s Education and Training Committee, a
member of the Project Management and Construction Division
and serves on SAICE’s Executive Board and Council.
Innocentia considers herself a champion for gender diversity
and inclusion in STEM careers. “I believe one of the ways to
improve the representation of women in STEM is by intentionally
introducing diverse role models and mentors, particularly those
with whom young women and girls can relate, to challenge the
stereotypes around a career in STEM,” she says.
Her passion for mentoring women led to her founding a nonprofit organisation called SHEngineers. The virtual mentorship
network for women in engineering connects experienced female
engineers with young female engineering professionals and students. Through SHEngineers, Innocentia participates in the mentorship of young women, in addition to publishing career-related
articles on LinkedIn and engaging in public speaking targeted at
young professionals.
“I believe that these small acts will contribute positively
towards shifting the needle to improve the attraction to and
retention of women in STEM careers,” she says.
“As women in engineering we need to actively engage in
dialogue about the industry and share some of the lessons we are
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Innocentia Mahlangu, recipient
of the 2021 President’s Award

learning as professionals, with the intent that it may help a young
female engineer who may feel lost. But most importantly, we need
to do this to be seen, because by being seen we are indirectly
encouraging someone to come out of the shadows and step into
the light.”
Through her work, Innocentia has become a thought
leader in project management, diversity, equity, inclusion, and
advancement of women. She was recently featured on the Project
Management Institutes’ Projectified Podcast, where she shared
emerging trends on infrastructure delivery, and the PMI’s
Megatrends of 2022, providing commentary on diversity, equity
and inclusion.
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Innocentia has been recognised both locally and internationally, receiving multiple accolades for her contributions. She was
recognised by the Mail & Guardian as one of the Top 200 Young
South Africans in 2018, won the 2019 Young Engineer of the
Year award in the SAICE Regional Awards and was announced
as a winner in Accenture’s 2020 Rising Star Awards in the highly
contested Construction and Industrial category. In the same year,
Innocentia was named as one of fifty inspiring South African
women in STEM careers.
She was recently recognised globally by the Project
Management Institute as one of the 50 Global Young Leaders of
the Future. In 2021 she was a runner-up in the Standard Bank
Top Women Awards in the Women in Science category for her
work in advancing women.
Innocentia is inspired by the phrase, “with the little success you have, build a longer table and not a taller fence.” She
feels fortunate to have gained recognition in the industry at a
relatively young age and believes in using her success to not only
inspire others, but to empower them to achieve similar goals
and more.

HONORARY FELLOWSHIP
An Honorary Fellow is a person of
distinction whom SAICE wishes to
honour because of their services to
the Institution and the profession.
A SAICE member for the past
52 years, Jan Holmes Viljoen Viljoen
(Pr Eng) was honoured as the 2021
Honorary Fellow.
Jan was born in Pretoria on
23 July 1945. He always wanted to
SAICE's newest Honorary
be an engineer but lacked funding
Fellow, Jan Holmes Viljoen
for his studies and began his
Viljoen
working career as a clerk for the
South African Railways, based at the Pretoria Railway Station. He
saw an advertisement for bursaries to study civil engineering in
1963 and, after successfully applying to the University of Pretoria,
was placed on study leave for four years.
During his student years, he joined The South African
Federation of University Students, which was assembled from
the Engineering Student Associations of Engineering Faculties,
and became Secretary of the Pretoria Chapter in 1967. He was
also elected as Director of International Affairs for the National
Federation for 1968. His duties included the identification and
placing of overseas students with major companies in South
Africa for practical technical skills training and representing
South Africa at international conferences.
After completing his studies, Jan was deployed at the South
African Railways and Harbours (SAR&H) Soils Laboratory in
Johannesburg where he was fortunate to work with the manager,
Heinrich (Heinie) Rauch. He had the privilege of being involved
in a number of projects including determining the rock line of
Richard Bay’s Harbour (still to be developed), designing a proposed new railway line (electric traction) between Bethlehem and
Kroonstad, and rerouting some sections of the existing railway
line near Bank, due to the presence of recently discovered dolomitic areas. He went on to specialise in the construction of single
and multi-level buildings on heaving clays.
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Jan joined consulting engineering firm Raymond Theron &
Bouwer in 1969 and in July 1970 was requested to open a new
office for the company in Kimberley. In 1976 the name of the firm
was changed to Bouwer Viljoen Incorporated (BVI), a well-known
entity in South Africa today.
In 1973 Jan became a charter member of SAICE’s Northern
Cape branch in Kimberley. He has been instrumental in
reviving what is now the Kimberley branch, also chairing the
branch committee.
Jan was elected to the Kimberley City Council in 1978 where he
served on the Financial Committee. He was later elected mayor for
the period 1982 to 1983 and resigned from the Council in 1985.
He was nominated by the Council to serve on the Committee
of Helen Bishop Home, an orthopaedic after-care facility for
children with disabilities, and still serves as member of the
executive committee. He was a councillor on the Northern Cape
Development Board between 1984 and 1986. Viljoen went on to
represent the Association for Persons with Physical Disabilities
at the Conference of the United Nations to determine the 22
standard rules on the equalisation of opportunities for persons
with disabilities in Genève in June 1993.
The Department of Water Affairs (DWA) appointed the
Diamantveld District Council as the agent for the eradication
of prosopis trees, which in turn appointed Jan to manage the
project in the Northern Cape. TEBA appointed him as a rural
development consultant to design and implement locally-based
school building projects in the very rural areas of Mozambique,
Swaziland, Lesotho and South Africa between 2003 and 2008.
He supervised the DWA’s developmental projects in the
Northern Cape under the deployment of the Development
Bank of South Africa from October 2007 to September 2010.
Supervision of the Municipal Infrastructure Grants and DWA
funding to the 27 municipalities in the Northern Cape formed
a major part of his duties and he served on various DWA committees and has been a member of the Northern Cape’s Rapid
Response Unit since 2010.
As a mentor appointed by SAICE and the Municipality of
Kimberley, Jan has mentored six candidates on behalf of ECSA.
He was also employed by other agencies to mentor candidates for
professional status.
During the centenary of the Anglo Boer War (1999 to 2002)
he was responsible for making the battlefields in and around
Kimberley, the Free State, the North West and KwaZulu-Natal
accessible to tourists and to facilitate signage directing and illustrating the battlefields.
In addition, Jan was involved in the structural design of the
National Archive buildings in Cape Town. He assisted with the
resettlement of the Namibian Bushmen from Schmidtsdrift to
Platfontein, a farm just outside Kimberley, and facilitated the
purchase of that land and the establishment of the !Xu & Khwe
community. His knowledge and extensive filing system often
make him the go-to person if documentation is lacking when
projects need to be extended or updated.
He has been a member of the Kimberley Lions Club since
1976 and acted as the project manager for the development of the
Re Tlameleng School, which was undertaken by the Lions. The
school celebrated its 25th year of existence in 2020. Jan also
received the Melvin Jones award from Lions Clubs International
in 2014 for his dedication to humanitarian service.
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SAICE celebrates new Fellows
THE GRADE OF SAICE FELLOW EXPLAINED

F

ellows are corporate members of SAICE who have achieved
appropriate recognition in the civil engineering profession
and/or in the Institution. They are considered to have
significantly contributed to the profession, displaying substantial
responsibility and initiative in the practice of civil engineering, and
have considerable professional experience. This membership category presently comprises around 3% of SAICE’s total membership.
A nominee is usually proposed for this honour by a SAICE
branch or technical division, and the nomination has to be supported by three corporate members, at least one of whom must
be a Fellow. Nominations are considered by the SAICE College of
Fellows, which comprises the current president, president-elect,
immediate past president and two recent past presidents.
Approved nominees are recommended to the Executive Board
for confirmation and thereafter notified by letter from the CEO.
They may then proudly display FSAICE behind their names.

RANDEER KASSERCHUN
Randeer Kasserchun (Pr Eng)
is Deputy Head of eThekwini
Municipality’s Coastal
Stormwater and Catchment
Management Department,
Engineering Unit.
He matriculated in
Durban and graduated with
a BSc in Civil Engineering
from the University of
KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN)
in 1994. Between 1995 and
1996 he was involved in the
Training and Development
Programme and attended the School of Public Policy and
Development Management at UKZN where he obtained a Post
Graduate Certificate in Development Management, specialising
in project management, organisation and management systems,
finance and law, and public administration.
He joined the City of Durban as a graduate hydraulic engineer
in 1995 and has been practising in the hydrology and coastal
engineering field for the past 26 years.
Randeer obtained his professional status in 1998 and has been
a corporate member of SAICE since 2007. He has also been a
corporate member of IMESA since 2012 and has been a Council
and Exco member for the past eight years. He occupied the post
of Vice President of IMESA (Technical Division) from 2014 to
2018. Randeer was also President of IMESA from 2018 to 2020
and currently serves as Deputy President.
He was the engineer on the Umhlanga Pier which received the
SAICE Durban Branch award for Technical Excellence in 2007
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and the IMESA National Award (structures category) in 2008. In
2014 the Umhlanga Pier was declared the “World’s most beautiful
Pier” by CNN.
Randeer’s passions include promoting maths and science at school level as well as mentoring and recruitment of
young engineers.

THERESA MJENGE
Theresa Mjenge (Pr Tech
Eng) is a civil engineer
and construction project
manager with 27 years’
experience in infrastructure
design, programme and
project management, and the
design and management of
labour-based construction
methods.
Her work has included
overseeing design processes
and ISO quality management
systems compliance, business
development, operations, project delivery for roads and highways,
focussing on bus rapid transit networks in Durban and Tshwane,
and liaising and interacting with service providers, management,
and stakeholders. She also served as the design and contract
engineer for the upgrading of 15 km of roads in Ezakheni and
Shayamoya and for the preliminary design for the Port Harcourt
(Nigeria) bulk water supply.

LYNNE PRETORIUS
Lynne Pretorius (Pr Eng) is
a professionally registered
transportation engineer
with roughly 25 years
of project planning and
problem-solving skills in
transportation planning and
engineering. She graduated
from the University of Cape
Town in 1993 with a degree
in civil engineering and
subsequently completed her
master’s degree in transportation engineering at the
University of Stellenbosch in 2004.
Lynne has the unique ability to straddle both the planning and
implementation phases of project implementation and specifically
gets involved in projects where the integration of land use and
transport systems are required.
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

Based in their Cape Town office, she is currently a Director
of Innovative Transport Solutions (ITS). ITS specialises in
transportation engineering, providing services in traffic engineering, integrated transport planning, road safety, transport
modelling, electronic engineering in transport systems, transport policy development and transport infrastructure planning
and design.
Lynne is also actively involved in the engineering profession. She served on the SAICE Transportation Committee from
2011 to 2015, the Board of Consulting Engineers South Africa
(CESA) from 2014 to 2015 and as CESA President from 2016
to 2017.
Lynne considers being able to serve her profession and
industry as the president of CESA as one the proudest moments
in her career and she used this platform to elevate transformation at CESA. She is passionate about the transformation
of the consulting engineering business environment and
believes that more young women and black students should
enter the profession to enable a transformed consulting
engineering environment.
Lynne is married to Ivan Pretorius (her biggest supporter)
and has two sons who both work in the STEM field.

SHARON SHUNMUGAM
Sharon Shunmugam (Pr
Tech Eng, Pr CPM, PMP)
is a registered professional
engineering technologist,
professional construction
project manager and
project management
professional with 17 years
of experience. She holds a
BTech in Civil Engineering
from the Durban
Institute of Technology
as well as a Master’s in
Business Leadership
from UNISA and was the top student in GIBS’s 2020
Entrepreneurship Programme.
Her extensive experience includes project management,
programme management, as well as civil and structural
engineering in both the public and the private sectors in
many provinces across South Africa. Sharon has been
involved in numerous successfully completed projects and
programmes from the pre-feasibility stage, to feasibility,
conceptual design, detailed design, construction supervision
and close out.
She prioritises client needs, meticulously plans and
manages projects, ensures regular liaison with clients
and engagement with stakeholders, while adhering to approved budgets, delivering accurate, high-quality work and
meeting deadlines.
Sharon is a strong proponent of empowerment and mentorship. Her empowerment goals are also delivered through the
initiatives she leads at the SAICE Durban Branch. Under her
chairpersonship, the Durban Branch was awarded Branch
of the Year 2021. She was also recently elected to the SAICE
Executive Board.
Civil Engineering January/February 2022
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A STRONG FOUNDATION FOR
INFRASTRUCTURE SUCCESS
ROCLA is South Africa’s leading
manufacturer of pre-cast
concrete products.
Surpassing 100 years of
product excellence.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pipes
Culverts
Manholes
Poles
Retaining walls
Roadside furniture
Sanitation

Including other related products within
infrastructure development and related
industries.

Visit us on

www.rocla.co.za

for our nationwide branches

SA’s infrastructure project pipeline:
SAICE unpacks expectations for 2022
Before ending his presidential term, outgoing 2021 SAICE President Vishal Krishandutt shared his thoughts on the
trajectory of the local civil engineering and construction industry in 2022.
pace of progress has been slow, it is there.
Approximately 33% of these projects
are in construction and some have
already been completed, with another
20% at various stages of preparation
and feasibility.”

BUILDING LOCAL CAPACITY

“I

t is hard to consider that in the
course of [this] year, we will be
moving into our third year of the
pandemic. Looking ahead into what the
future might hold for South Africa, we
also look back at developments since the
first coronavirus case reached our shores,”
says Krishandutt.
“When we look back on the economic
recovery plans which were announced in
2020, we remember that much of these
plans centre on infrastructure development
for job creation,” he notes. However, as 2021
drew to a close, Krishandutt saw frustrations grow over the slow recovery in South
Africa’s civil engineering and construction
sector and the knock-on effects to the wider
economy. The sector saw a 20.3% contraction in 2020, and is expected to have grown
just 6.2% in real terms in 2021.
“The past year has been a watershed
moment for most South Africans, as many
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found themselves in situations that they
never thought they would be in a few
years ago. The rate of retrenchments and
resignations was significantly higher and
many companies either closed their doors,
or opted for government bailouts in order
to survive. The few infrastructure projects
that went into construction during this
time did not have a significant impact
on the sector and the number of tenders
advertised by government were very few,”
he notes.
However, Krishandutt believes that
there is reason to be hopeful, noting
the 62 projects unveiled at the 2020
Sustainable Infrastructure Development
Symposium South Africa. “While the

In further positive news, Q3 of 2021 saw
more tenders being advertised. Although
the net effect of those tenders will only be
felt in six to twelve months’ time, firms
should start preparing themselves for
work and be ready to show that they have
adequate skills and prior experience to
win contracts.
While South Africa’s skills deficit is
a widely-reported concern, Krishandutt
believes that local talent lies within
our shores. “Before looking abroad for
technical capacity, I would urge any
potential employer, especially government departments, to do their due
diligence and ensure that indeed we do
not have the requisite skills from our
15 000 SAICE members. Our engineers
are world class, and we must ensure
that we nurture our talent to keep them
within our shores so that they are able
to mentor and train our young engineers
and maintain a high standard of quality
for our future i nfrastructure build to
be sustainable.
“The past two years have been tough,
to say the least. However, I believe we have
shown resilience. With a renewed focus
on training and investment, 2022 holds
potential for improved sector growth,”
concludes Krishandutt.

“When we look back on the economic recovery plans which were
announced in 2020, we remember that much of these plans centre on
infrastructure development for job creation”
January/February 2022 Civil Engineering

Obituary
Graham Stephen Pirie
3 December 1947 – 9 November 2021

Graham Stephen Pirie, a long-time senior member of SAICE, sadly passed away on 9 November 2021.

G

raham passed away very suddenly, having experienced a major
heart attack on that day. His life
was taken early, but even so Graham led
a life that was admired and respected by
many in the civil engineering profession
and led his life in a way that engendered
an endearing and enduring love from all
the family members that he leaves behind.
Graham was educated at King
Edwards School in Johannesburg and
matriculated in 1965. His greatest
achievement while there was not an academic one, but undoubtedly it shaped his
life beyond imagination; he met and fell
in love with Patricia, a girl he married in
1970 while he was studying for his degree
in civil engineering at the University of
the Witwatersrand.

AN ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER
Graham was a bursary student sponsored
by the Johannesburg City Council. He
joined the ranks of the City Engineer’s
Department after his graduation and his
year of compulsory military service. His
peers recognised him as one of the finest
engineers ever employed by the City and
in his 24 years of service within Council,
he rose to the position of Deputy City
Engineer (Roads). He always referred to
his love of the smell of bitumen in his
nostrils that led him up that highway.
His intuition, however, and his drive
for a somewhat broader career advancement, saw Graham accept a Senior Deputy
Directors’ role in the Metropolitan
Planning Department of Council. The
role was related to land use and transport
planning as well as transportation modelling, with the department responsible
for local authority work well beyond the
Civil Engineering January/February 2022

boundaries of the City of Johannesburg.
It proved to be a good career move as he
was quickly promoted into the role of
Director of Metropolitan Planning where
he used his managerial and visionary
skills working with provincial and state
departments to better the lives of millions
of residents.
Graham did not stop in that
Departmental Head’s position for too
long either, as he was promoted by the full
City Council to a seat on the Council’s
Management Committee where he served
with sitting councillors as the Executive
Director of Planning.
This was in 1994, just before local government restructuring was about to commence as part of the transformation of the
country into a full democracy. Graham’s
vast experience and skills were utilised in
the transformation as he became the CEO
of one of the regional entities set up as a
forerunner to the full-scale establishment

of the City of Johannesburg that we
know today.
Throughout these 24 years of Council
service, until 1995, Graham had the opportunity to shape many aspects of governance from within the sphere of local
authority. Could he now take this further?
At this time of another potentially
more diverse career move Graham had
to consider his first love: family. Graham
and Patricia had two beautiful daughters
to parent, educate and guide through the
early parts of their lives. Patricia, being a
qualified teacher, played a major role in
this. Their daughters Tonia and Nicola
were looked after magnificently and made
their own way into marriage (to Mark
and Peter respectively) and family life
with Graham and Patricia as role models.
Indeed, four grandchildren completed
Graham and Patricia’s family group of
“precious people”.

AN INDUSTRY LEADER
Graham’s vision for South Africa and his
own career role in furthering the country’s progression steered him to a position
at the helm of Consulting Engineers South
Africa (CESA). He was appointed as CEO
of the organisation in 1995.
His involvement in Council at the
City of Johannesburg gave him an ideal
perspective from the “outside looking
in” to the profession of private sector
consultants as it looked to traverse the
new environment which South Africa
was seeking to establish. His local government involvement also gave him an
understanding of political and structural
changes that were on the horizon.
He engaged in and led two milestone
projects at CESA, among others, that
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were close to his personal desires for the
consulting profession. The first was the
establishment of the School of Consulting
Engineering, devoted to building management and business acumen among CESA
member firms and their clients. The
second was his work in negotiating the
Construction Industry Charter which
became a legislated template guiding
B-BBEE in the sector.
Throughout his time within CESA he
represented the organisation both locally
and abroad, gaining recognition for his
knowledge on wide ranging topics and
his depth of knowledge therein. Graham
retired from CESA in 2013.

PERSONAL LIFE
He was, with Patricia, a well-travelled
individual who used his worldwide travels
as part of his ongoing education. He never
stopped seeking and enquiring with his
in-built engineering intellect on matters
as diverse as spirituality, wildlife, birdlife,
and motorcycling, all with his sense of
humour outstandingly intact, which
brought an open-mindedness and a freshness to life and its meaning.
The meaning of life was evident to
Graham – his beloved family – and
he focussed on them throughout his
life. They were his bedrock. He led
them paternalistically, loved them

The SAICE Academy has announced the publication of its first book, titled
The Legal Process dealing with Construction Disputes, which will be available
from the SAICE bookshop in February 2022.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Hubert Thompson is registered as a
professional (civil) engineer with the
Engineering Council of South Africa
and was also admitted and authorised to
practise as an Advocate of the High Court
of the Republic of South Africa (but is a
nonpracticing advocate).

isymon802@gmail.com

The Legal Process
ACADEMY
dealing with
Construction Disputes
Hubert Thompson

Hubert Thompson

T

duties and responsibilities of each party to
the dispute are also set out clearly in this
book. The knowledge gained should assist
those dealing with construction disputes
to operate in an environment of trust and
transparency, with a clear understanding
of their respective roles and obligations.
The book should therefore equip the
reader with a better working knowledge
and understanding of the different procedures, mechanisms, tools and techniques
applicable to this process so that he or she
can participate with confidence in avoiding
and resolving construction disputes.
This book thus answers the question:
“Why do we need a process to deal with
construction disputes and how should the
process be applied?”

Prepared by Ian Symon

The Legal Process dealing with Construction Disputes

SAICE Academy launches
dispute resolution book
he book, authored by Hubert
Thompson, is based on a course
which Thompson has been
presenting since 2013 under the auspices
of SAICE as part of the Institution’s continuing professional development (CPD)
support for persons registered in terms of
the Engineering Profession Act 46 of 2000.
The book should familiarise and assist
readers with the principles regarding the
process in South African law dealing with
construction disputes. The purpose of
this process is to ensure that the parties
to a dispute are in control of how to
deal with a dispute instead of being only
bystanders or spectators while others
control the matter.
Although there are similarities
between the processes of the various
standard form construction contracts
commonly used in South Africa and their
associated procedures and techniques,
they do differ in matter, content and
application, and in this book these differences are explained.
The relationship between the role
players involved in a dispute, and the

passionately, and was immensely proud
of all of them, from their academic successes to his daughters’ marriages and
subsequently to his four grandchildren
Amy, Erin, Ethan and Johnny – his
precious people.
He led his organisations, he led his
family, he led his life and throughout it
all there was never an unkind word said
about him. Graham Stephen Pirie … a
GENTLE man!
Rest well Graham.

SAICE Academy Publication

He is an Honorary Fellow of SAICE,
serves on the SAICE President’s List
of Arbitrators, Adjudicators and
Amicable Settlement Facilitators, and
is a member of the SAICE Alternative
Dispute Resolution Panel and the Dispute
Resolution Board Foundation.
Thompson currently practises as a
policy and legal advisor for his own account under the trade name Thompson
and Thompson, specialising in natural
resources and construction matters,
and has acted as a mediator/amicable
settlement facilitator, adjudicator
and arbitrator in various construction d isputes.
Order your copy
Click here to order your copy of The Legal
Process dealing with Construction Disputes.
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SAICE Training Calendar 2022 (Face-to-Face)
Course Name
Adjudication and Arbitration: How to
deal with Challenges to Jurisdiction

Structural Steel Design to
SANS 10162-1-2005

Reinforced Concrete Design to
SANS 10100-1-2000

Practical Geometric Design
Leadership and Project Management
in Engineering
Water law of South Africa

The Legal Process dealing with
Construction Disputes

Earthmoving Equipment, Technology
and Management for Civil Engineering
& Infrastructure Projects

Legal Liability Occupational Health and
Safety Act (OHSA)

Construction Regulations from a Legal
Perspective

Course Dates

Location

11 October 2022

Midrand

18 October 2022

Cape Town

17 May 2022

Midrand

21 June 2022

Durban

19 July 2022

Cape Town

16 August 2022

Bloemfontein

18 October 2022

Midrand

18 May 2022

Midrand

22 June 2022

Durban

20 July 2022

Cape Town

17 August 2022

Bloemfontein

19 October 2022

Midrand

21–25 February 2022

Durban

21–25 November 2022

Midrand

CPD Accreditation No

In-House only
7–8 June 2022

Midrand

21–22 June 2022

Cape Town

8–9 March 2022

Midrand

15–16 March 2022

Durban

6–7 September 2022

Cape Town

13–14 September 2022

Bloemfontein

20–21 September 2022

Port Elizabeth

1–2 November 2022

Midrand

18–20 May 2022

Midrand

7 March 2022

Midrand

9 May 2022

Cape Town

6 June 2022

Port Elizabeth

4 July 2022

Midrand

15 August 2022

Bloemfontein

12 September 2022

East London

3 October 2022

Polokwane

8–9 March 2022

Midrand

10–11 May 2022

Cape Town

7–8 June 2022

Port Elizabeth

5–6 July 2022

Midrand

16–17 August 2022

Bloemfontein

13–14 September 2022

East London

4–5 October 2022

Polokwane

Register online: www.saice.org.za
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Course Presenter

SAICEcon21/02927/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

SAICEstr21/02965/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

SAICEstr21/02964/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

SAICEtr19/02561/22
Credits: 5 ECSA

Tom Mckune

SAICEbus19/02507/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

David Ramsay

SAICEwat19/02516/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

Contact

Register: store.saice.
org.za/courses

|

SAICEcon19/02517/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

SAICEcon19/02447/22
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Zvi Borowitsh

SAICEcon20/02617/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

SAICEcon20/02618/23
Credits: 2 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

All dates are subject to change
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SAICE Training Calendar 2022 (Face-to-Face)
Course Name

Course Dates

Legal Liability Mine Health and Safety
Act (MHSA) Act 29 of 1996

Water Security and Governance

Technical Report Writing

Location

10–11 March 2022

Midrand

12–13 May 2022

Cape Town

9–10 June 2022

Port Elizabeth

7–8 July 2022

Midrand

18–19 August 2022

Bloemfontein

15–16 September 2022

East London

6–7 October 2022

Polokwane

TBC

TBC

21–22 February 2022

Midrand

14–15 March 2022

Bloemfontein

9–10 May 2022

Port Elizabeth

6–7 June 2022

Durban

22–23 August 2022

East London

CPD Accreditation No

SAICEcon21/02922/24
Credits: 2 ECSA

Course Presenter

Contact

Cecil Townsend Naude

Register: store.saice.
org.za/courses
SAICEwat19/02412/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Martin van Veelen

SAICEbus19/02491/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Les Wiggill

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICE Training Calendar 2022 (Webinars)
Design of Vessels, Tanks

4–5 May 2022

Online

SAIChE-383
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli

Design of Piping Systems

11–12 May 2022

Online

SAIChE-382
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli

Multi-Variable Problems Analysis and
Solutions

16–17 March 2022

Online

14–15 June 2022

Online

SAIChE-366
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli

9-10 March 2022

Online

8-9 June 2022

Online

SAIChE-369
Credits: 2 CPD

John Broli
Christopher Sigmond
Cedric Gorinas

Design of Pump Systems

Register: store.saice.
org.za/webinars
cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Emotional Intelligence in Practice

TBC

Online

SAICEcom20/02697/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Wetlands Systems and Sustainable
Water Resources

TBC

Online

SAICEEL20/02715/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

Prof Miklas Scholtz

Earthmoving Equipment, Technology
and Management for Civil Engineering
and Infrastructure Projects

18–20 May 2022

Online

SAICEEL20/02719/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Zvi Borowitsh

NEC3 Project Management
Accreditation Programme

14–18 February 2022

Online

SAICEEL21/02795/24
Credits: 4 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic
Andrew Baird

Introduction to the NEC 3 Professional
Services Contracts (PSC3 and PSSC3)

8 March 2022

Online

SAICEEL21/02813/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

Introduction to the NEC4 and the ECC4

22–23 February 2022

Online

SAICEEL21/02885/24
Credits: 2 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

Register: store.saice.
org.za/webinars

Introduction to the NEC4 PSC4

30 March 2022

Online

SAICEEL21/02886/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Elementary Construction Dispute
Resolution Procedures

TBC

Online

SAICEEL21/02972/24
Credits: 1 ECSA

Adv Hubert
Thompson

mile.s@ecs.co.za
helen@saice.org.za

SAICE / Candidate Academy 2022
Getting Acquainted with Basic
Contract Administration and Quality
Control

14–15 March 2022

Online

30–31 May 2022

Durban

Register online: www.saice.org.za
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CESA-1574-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/21/004
Credits: 12 hours
|

Theuns Eloff

Register: store.saice.
org.za/trainingcourses
lizelle@saicepdp.org

All dates are subject to change
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SAICE / Candidate Academy 2022
Course Name

Course Dates

Getting Acquainted with Basic
Stormwater Design

Getting Acquainted with being a
Resident Engineer

Getting Acquainted with
Geosynthetics in Soil Reinforcement

Getting Acquainted with Planning,
Scheduling and Programming for
Construction Projects

Getting Acquainted with Road
Construction and Maintenance
Getting Acquainted with Sewer Design

Getting Acquainted with Water
Resource Management
Pressure Pipeline and Pump Station
Design and Specification – A‑ Practical
Overview
Road to Registration for Candidate
Engineers, Technologists and
Technicians

Road to Registration for Mature
Engineers, Technologists and
Technicians
Road to Registration for Mentors,
Supervisors and HR Practitioners
The direct route to registration as a Pr
CPM or Pr CM with SACPCMP

Location

5–6 May 2022

Online

24–25 February 2022

Online

30–31 May 2022

Online

30 June – 1 July 2022

Durban

19–20 May 2022

Online

4–5 April 2022

Online

9–10 June 2022

Online

1–2 March 2022

Online

27–28 June 2022

Midrand

7–8 March 2022

Online

1–2 June 2022

Online

23–24 May 2022

Midrand

29 & 31 March 2022

Online

21 & 23 June 2022

Online

17 February 2022

Online

17 March 2022

Online

12 May 2022

Online

8 June 2022

Online

10 March 2022

Online

8 April 2022

Online

26 May 2022

Online

30 June 2022

Online

7 April 2022

Online

4 March 2022

Online

13 May 2022

Online

20 June 2022

Online

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

Contact

SAICEwat21/02897/24
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL21/02898/24
(Online)

Andrew Brodie

SAICEproj21/02957/24
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL21/02958/24
(Online)

Jan Bierman

SAICEgeo20/02758/23
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL20/02759/23
(Online)

Edoardo Zannoni

SAICEcon20/02672/23
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEcon20/02673/23
(Online)
SACPCMP/CPD/21/005
Credits: 12 hours

Theuns Eloff

CESA-1576-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Theuns Eloff

CESA-1577-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Andrew Brodie

SAICEwat21/02986/24
Credits: 2 ECSA
SAICEEL20/02755/23
(Online)

Register: store.saice.
org.za/trainingcourses

Stephen Mallory

lizelle@saicepdp.org

CESA-1578-04/2022
Credits: 2 ECSA

Dup van Renen

CESA-1579-04/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Allyson Lawless
Stewart Gibson
Phathi Masimirembwa

CESA-1641-10/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Stewart Gibson
Phathi Masimirembwa

CESA-1580-04/2022
Credits: 1 ECSA

Allyson Lawless

TBC

Jeff Pipe

In-house courses are available. To arrange, please contact: Cheryl-Lee Williams (cheryl-lee@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947.
For SAICE-hosted Candidate Academy in-house courses, please contact: Lizélle du Preez (lizelle@saicepdp.org) on 011 476 4100 or 072 356 5230.
Register online: www.saice.org.za
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